
 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1401 - Unwilling coalition 

  

At this time, Ye Wujin had proved his innocence. The captains and heads of the captains who had 

surrendered to Lu Yang were expelled from the guild. The same was true of the presidents of more than 

20 small guilds, but although they got rid of the suspicion However, it has suffered serious losses. 

 

Including Ye Wujin, each guild has walked at least half of the players, some were chased by Lu Yang for 

the middle of the night and day and night, and some of them left behind and did not want to find a large 

army. Some of them followed those who surrendered. The head of the army and the heads of the army 

went to the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and they lost most of their strength as a whole. 

 

“How’s the count?” Alice asked frowning. 

 

Ye Wuhen said, “I have less than 1.5 million people on the side of Teana.” 

 

The blood demon said: “I just over 2 million here, but all of them are players who can only go online at 

night, and they can’t play during the day.” 

 

Ye Wujin said, “This is also true of me.” 

 

Alice was so angry that she snarled and yelled, “Why are you so wasteful, so many of your men have 

been taken down by Lu Yang, and there are only a few people left now, so why do I have to replenish 

with the Seventh Guild?” 

 

Blood monsters, Ye Wujin, Bancheng Yanyu, and Yaran girl all showed terrified expressions on their 

faces. If there was no supply, they would rely on themselves and they would lose their homes. 

 



“Alice, our supply must not be broken, you must help us, so that the Seventh Guild will supply us with 

enough equipment, or we will dissolve.” The blood demon said unwillingly. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Can’t just supply us this way.” 

 

… 

 

Numerous guild leaders jumped out and noisy, but Alice stared at them and asked, “Tell me a reason 

and let me fight for supplies for you.” 

 

“This …” Everyone was speechless for a moment. Ten million or two days later, they were beaten by Lu 

Yang. They didn’t know what it meant to gather again to launch an attack on Lu Yang. For a time, 

everyone’s expressions were ugly. How ugly. 

 

Alice looked at their expressions and scolded a bunch of waste in her heart. She didn’t know how to 

speak to the Seven Guilds to resupply, but that’s it. She was unwilling. For a time, both sides were 

deadlocked. No one spoke. 

 

The blood demon couldn’t think of an idea. Suddenly he saw Ye Wujin in Yuguang, and found that his 

face didn’t look depressed, but he was thinking about something. 

 

“Brother Ye Wujin, do you have a way?” The Blood Demon asked. 

 

Teana also found the difference between Ye Wujin and quickly said, “I was wrong before, and now we 

are finished. If you have a way, you must tell us that we will go through the difficulties together.” 

 

Tianwu said: “If you have a way, we are willing to listen to you.” 

 

“Yeah, listen to you.” 

 



“Everyone listens to you.” 

 

… 

 

Ye Wuchen enjoyed himself. He did come up with a solution, but he did not expect that when they were 

thinking about the complete solution, the group turned to themselves. He said, “I do have an immature 

idea.” 

 

Alice looked at Ye Wujin and said, “What’s the idea?” 

 

Ye Wuhen exhaled a long breath and said, “I just watched how Jagged Brothers blocked the millions of 

players in the Seven Guilds on the tiger’s mouth. I found a problem. If you continue to fight like this, the 

Seven Guilds will suffer very heavy losses Is far worse than equipping us. “ 

 

The eyes of the blood demon demon and the tentacles were all on. 

 

“Go on,” said Teana. 

 

Ye Wuhen grinned and said, “If the Seventh Guild found this problem, they would rather continue to 

provide us with equipment.” 

 

“You can equip us, we can’t beat Lu Yang,” said the girl Yaran. 

 

Tianwu said: “There is still a problem. Now it can be determined that only a few of us are traitors. But 

other presidents and even our own people, who can be sure that there are no traitors? In case of next 

time During the war, if there was any rebellion, we would not be able to win Lu Yang at all. “ 

 

Everyone nodded, and looked at Ye Wujin in dismay. 

 

Ye Wuhen laughed again and said, “I can’t help this.” 

 



“That doesn’t mean you didn’t say it?” The Blood Demon said anxiously. 

 

Ye Wuhen said, “Don’t worry, I’m not finished.” 

 

The blood demon is silent. 

 

Ye Wuhen smiled and said, “Although I can’t help it, it doesn’t mean that there is no way for the masters 

of the vice president level in the seven major guilds. They are not the first day to deal with the spies in 

their guild. There must be screening Way, if one of them is asked to help us, maybe we can really 

compete directly with Lu Yang. “ 

 

“This method works.” Alice’s eyes lit up. She originally had the idea. Now Ye Wujin offered to take the 

initiative, saving her a lot of persuasion. 

 

The blood demon demon and the man of the day also nodded one after another, and agreed to this 

method. 

 

“Well, I’ll contact them right now.” Alice opened a special space and sent invitations to the presidents of 

the Seven Great Guilds, and sent invitations to Steiger, Rennes, and Liu Jie. 

 

After a burst of white light. 

 

Alice appeared in the special space. A few moments later, Sanyouweimen, Stephen, Radvedev, and Jerez 

entered the room, and then Liu Jie and Steig came in. 

 

Mitoemon said: “Sorry, the three of them are resting and cannot go online.” 

 

Alice said anxiously: “It doesn’t matter, you can talk to you first. I want to ask you to provide supplies to 

the Chinese army.” 

 

Radvedev frowned and shouted, “What are you going to give those waste equipment to support Luyang 

weapons and equipment?” 



 

Sanyouweimen quickly calmed Radeviev and said, “Don’t be angry, let’s listen to Alice’s opinion first.” 

 

Radvidev is the least powerful of the seven strongest guilds. His guild is only composed of some guilds in 

two countries, Austria and Russia. The players are fierce on the battlefield, but their logistics capabilities 

are insufficient. The coalition was very hurt to Radvidev. 

 

Alice also knew this. In her heart, she scolded Radvedev for not having enough money to pretend to be 

an uncle, but she said softly on her face: “You have also seen that the tiger’s mouth fortress is very 

difficult to fight when Lu Yang has no worries. Instead of this, it is better to continue to involve some of 

Lu Yang’s main force on the coalition side and let the coalition force deal with it. As long as Lu Yang’s 

main force is not here, it will be much easier for everyone to attack the fortress. “ 

 

Mitomonemon thought about it and said, “I agree with this view, but the coalition’s combat capability is 

too poor.” 

 

Alice said quickly: “So I want to ask you to send several powerful vice presidents to lead the coalition, 

help them distinguish spies and organize battles. Isn’t that solved?” 

 

Stephen asked, “Those Chinese people are willing to accept our rule?” 

 

Alice nodded and said, “This was their initiative.” 

 

“There is still the possibility of talking like that,” Stephen said. 

 

Sanyouweimen bowed his head and thought, but at this moment, Radvedev angered: “No matter what 

you say, I will not give out a coin to the Huaxia Coalition. I am completely disappointed with them and 

let them go to hell.” 

 

Radvedev radiated a light from his body and disappeared. 

 

Alice had a look of horror on her face. She quickly looked at Miyomomon, Stephen, and Jerz. If the three 

of them did not agree, the coalition would completely collapse. 



 

But at this moment, a man suddenly appeared, and he was more anxious than Alice, saying, “I can 

replace Radvijev with his part of supplies.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen looked at Liu Jie in surprise and asked, “Are you willing to take one seventh?” 

 

Liu Jie found that his performance was too prominent. He saw everyone looked at himself in surprise. 

His expression calmed down and said, “You know, Lu Yang and I are deadly enemies, and I absolutely 

don’t want to see them. He won the war. Although my African Legion’s combat effectiveness is slightly 

lacking, I am willing to provide supplies. In our part of Africa, although there are not many supplies, it is 

still possible to provide one or two days. “ 

 

“I can’t provide supplies, sorry,” Steiger said. 

 

The light flashed and Steige was gone. 

 

Sanyouweimen glanced at Liu Jie with a smile and said, “Since you are willing to help, I think I will 

persuade Radvidev to provide money to provide part of the supplies, so we will use the strength of eight 

of us to join the coalition forces. Providing supplies has reduced our pressure a lot. “ 

 

Liu Jie nodded and said, “This is great.” 

 

Alice said, “Who are you to come out to help them straighten up the guild.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said with a smile: “Don’t look at us, Mr. Liu Jie can do the job just right. He is a Huaxia 

man. I think he should have a better understanding of Huaxia. Let his vice president lead Huaxia 

Someone. “ 

 

“I agree,” Stephen said. 

 

“I agree,” Gertz said. 

 



Liu Jie smiled and said: “Since everyone agrees, I will not be my friend. I will let Lu Yang **** anger.” 

 

Alice took a breath and said, “So I can rest assured Lu Yang will lose the battle.” 

 

“We’re going to raise supplies, see you tonight.” Sanyouweimen left with a smile. 

 

Stephen and Jerez also left, leaving only Liu Jie and Alice. At the moment, the two discussed. 

 

Five in the evening. 

 

Lu Yang successfully defended for 5 hours, just as he took people to guard against the tiger mouth 

fortress, several presidents who had betrayed the coalition forces called one after another. 

 

“Just received the news. Under the mediation of Alice, the Seven Great Guilds and Liu Jie promised to 

continue to provide supplies to the coalition forces, and Liu Jie sent Ru Taishan to enter the coalition 

forces to take charge of the coalition operations.” 

 

Lu Yang hesitated, he quickly asked for the specific reason. When he gathered the news from multiple 

sources, he learned that Liu Jie took the initiative to replace Radvijeff, and he felt that something was 

wrong. 

 

“Liu Jie did not play well in the Tianjian Fortress, but he got involved in the coalition forces. There was 

definitely a problem in it.” Lu Yang frowned and said to himself: “It looks like I will send my old friend 

out again, no Know how far he is preparing to go. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1402 - 3 Fantasy Night Forest 

  



He picked up the phone and dialed into a room in a city in an African country. Xue Yiming connected the 

phone and replied lazily: “Boss, what’s the matter, call me this time.” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “Your kid has been quite moist. Haven’t woke up at this time?” 

 

Xue Yiming sighed: “Liu Jie, the grandson is hiding too deeply. I am looking for a tribe here. I came back 

from a tribe last night.” 

 

“Is there any news?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Xue Yiming said: “Some news, he is now moving to the southwestern region of Africa, and he is almost 

near the desert side. It is more difficult to find, but many of his people are in charge of contacting the 

tribes in those small countries in Africa. Bian Ze countered several people, but their ranks were not high 

enough to get too detailed information. “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “I want you to check me now. You must check it within two days. Otherwise, the boss will 

be in trouble.” 

 

“What is it?” Xue Yiming asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Those tribes controlled by Liu Jie must be distinguished from ordinary and ordinary. Go 

and check with me. Those tribes belonging to elite players have not participated in the war. I suspect Liu 

Jie wants to attack me.” 

 

Among the people sent by Liu Jie before, there were not a lot of elites. Most of them were ordinary 

players. The information over the muddy wine was very accurate, which made Lu Yang suspect from the 

beginning that Liu Jie wanted to come forward. Attack him. 

 

This time, Liu Jie was willing to take the part of Radvijev when he voluntarily withdrew, and he was also 

willing to take on supplies for about two days. He also sent the main vice-chairman such as Yue Taishan 

to teach the Huaxia Alliance This proves that Liu Jie will make a big move in two days, and he must figure 

it out. 

 



Xue Yiming said: “This matter is relatively easy to find out. I’ll get back to you as soon as possible.” 

 

Lu Yang hung up and then hung up. While Lu Yang was waiting anxiously, the battlefield was very fierce. 

Sanyouweimen and others tried to attack the city in various ways, and Lu Yang also made various 

responses. Method, the two sides on the 11th fortress wall are inextricably difficult to solve, but in 

general, the seven major guilds want to kill a Jagged Brotherhood of 160 players, pay 50 or even 60 

players, the loss ratio on both sides The difference is huge. 

 

From the daytime until 8 pm, Xue Yiming has not heard the news, but the traitor coalition has worn it 

back. For example, Yue Taishan entered the coalition command with high profile, and the equipment of 

the rebels was regained with the help of the Seven Guilds and Liu Jie. Added. 

 

The coalition started the whole team from 8 pm to 3 am. After marching forward several times, Yue 

Taishan used the method of real and fake orders to issue at the same time, and easily dug out a dozen 

heads and heads of the army who betrayed the coalition. Unprecedented confidence. 

 

The Blood Demon complimented Ru Yue Taishan, “It is indeed the vice chairman of Jie Jie’s rank that 

year, and there is a way.” 

 

For example, Yue Taishan arrogantly looked at the Blood Demon and others, and said, “As long as you 

listen to my command, even if Lu Yang comes in person, I can win him.” 

 

The blood demon and others did not dare to talk more, but nodded, but they were scorned like Yue 

Taishan, but they now belong to people and have to bow their heads under the eaves. 

 

For example, Yue Taishan also knew that these people had opinions about him, but he didn’t look at 

these traitors at all, so he issued the orders one after another, and marched overnight, until the next 

morning when they quit the game, Has traveled to only one day away from the magic night forest. 

 

In terms of the Tiger Mouth Fortress, the White Lion has replaced Lu Yang’s 160th Legion, with nearly 2 

million night shift players in the Tiger Mouth Fortress and three of the seven major guilds on the line. 

 

“The boss of the battle did not lose a wall during the day and day, although the boss’s defense is strong, 

but we are not weak, they all listened to me, and a wall cannot be lost tonight.” Shouted the White Lion. 



 

Two million people shouted in unison, this kind of war is the dream of ordinary players. Although there 

are many people, they all exist like cannon fodder. But who wants to participate in such a big scene, not 

to mention the guild points given by Lu Yang? High, there are rumors in the guild. Following the battle 

with the Jagged Brothers Alliance, the 150-level dark gold set does not have to worry, the guild points on 

him can be exchanged for a whole set, and fight for a few more days, even Enchanting, gems, and 

potions are sufficient. 

 

Although the rumors of the war have hit now, although some rumors have been made, they have not 

exceeded too much. After this war, Lu Yang did have to pay a very high price, so that he is now thinking 

whether to Go for a bank loan. 

 

“Boss, why don’t you go to sleep for a while.” Bitter love accompany Lu Yang for half a life, and both of 

them are standing on the 10th line of defense of the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I can’t get Xue Yiming’s news, I can’t sleep. I can’t reach him now, and 

I don’t know if something happened to him?” 

 

No satellite phone could be reached, and Xue Yiming didn’t send back a message, which made Lu Yang 

wait very anxiously. Fortunately, he kept the coalition far enough away, even if Yue Taishan wanted to 

bring them back, he would have to walk another day. time. 

 

I loved Lu Yang’s body for half of my life. After fighting for three days, Lu Yang slept for five hours. 

Where ordinary people can afford it, but now he is useless to worry. It is dangerous on the battlefield. 

There is a mistake. It will lead to a total loss. 

 

He couldn’t do much for Lu Yang, and could only accompany the news of Lu Yang, but after waiting for 

two hours, Lu Yang let him go to sleep. 

 

One night, I spent the first half of the day in the morning searching for Lu Yang, but found that Lu Yang 

had retreated to the 9th fortress, and he quickly asked: “Boss, lost one of the fortress?” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “The White Lion is doing a good job, only one was lost, or it was just lost. After 

all, the fortress was attacked by a catapult for 8 hours during the day.” 



 

With a bitter love, he looked towards the battlefield. As Lu Yang said, the White Lion retreated to the 

10th wall because the 11th wall fell. 

 

“No news yet?” Bitter Ai asked for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “Be ready to gather, and by the way supply supplies, we have to be ready to 

take over the White Lion during the day. Today is another **** battle.” 

 

He nodded bitterly for half a lifetime, and summoned people to go. 

 

Throughout the day, Lu Yang took 200,000 elites and 500,000 ordinary members over 140, and once 

again withstood the attacks of Sanyoumen and Radvidev, but late at night, Tianyao reported that, like 

Yue Taishan marching all the way to recruit personnel, he now brought 4 million coalition forces to the 

magic night forest. 

 

Lu Yang looked angrily at bitter love for half his life, and said, “Gather players, let’s fight with Ruyue 

Taishan again.” 

 

Love bitterly for half a life is also very angry, saying: “About 3 million people are assembled, plus your 

200,000 special army, it is enough.” 

 

Ru Yue Taishan had fought many battles with Lu Yang in his early years. If Ru Yueshan was not familiar 

with the game, they might not be able to win. After that, Liu Jie had defeated and fled. He even went to 

Africa to follow Ru Yue Taishan for money. How bad people are. 

 

“Boss, let me take someone to command. The thing I despise the most is someone like Yue Taishan. I 

will teach him.” He said bitterly. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Yes, I will follow you, but the battle will be under your command.” 

 

The bitter love half-life issued an order immediately, players who have been waiting for the star picking 

fortress quickly out of the city, to re-assemble outside the fantasy night forest. 



 

Three in the morning. 

 

For example, Yue Taishan appeared in the depths of the night forest with 4 million people. A thief player 

with the Jagged Brothers Alliance immediately reported the news to Lu Yang and bitter love for half his 

life. 

 

Looking up at the gleam is the investigation leader. He just finished the news, but found an event that 

made him frown. The enemy hiding in the night forest did not intend to attack. Instead, he set up a large 

array of defense and used the surroundings. Forests and special terrain all over to cover. 

 

“Not good.” Looking up to Weiguang quickly reported to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang opened the topographic map and looked at the situation in the magical night forest, and said 

with a chill in his heart, “As a **** like Yue Taishan, he wanted to drag us down.” 

 

This is the most vicious move by Yue Taishan. What is the biggest fear of the Jagged Brothers League? Lu 

Yang is not afraid to face the opposite. With the qualities of the Jagged Brothers players, it is easy to win 

the coalition. Tactic. 

 

Once the coalition forces do not attack and put on a defensive look, Lu Yang’s team either takes the 

initiative to attack or confronts each other. However, confrontation has great shortcomings. You do not 

know when the enemy will attack and when they will go offline to rest. 

 

If you ca n’t carry it first, a player is about to retreat, the enemy suddenly rushes out, and the 

Brotherhood of Iron is going to be unlucky, but it is more difficult to take the initiative to attack. The 

opponent has set up a defensive formation. It is the Jagged Brothers Alliance. 

 

The coalition will not be like Yue Taishan’s team He can use it casually, even if these people have 

dropped level 10, it has nothing to do with him, he turned away, and these guilds and the Iron 

Brotherhood, Killing an enemy can cause 800 damage. Even if Lu Yang can defeat the opponent’s 10th 

level, his own side will drop at least 5th level, which is definitely not suitable. 

 



The bitter love has also seen it for a long time, and gritted his teeth and said, “I try to attack and try to 

defeat them as soon as possible.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “The 200,000 special army can’t be put on the first wave of attack. It’s like 

being attacked by the reserve team of Yue Taishan. You can only rely on you and try to force their 

reserve team to the battlefield.” 

 

“Having it to me.” 

 

He and Tianyao immediately discussed the countermeasures. After a short while, they each led 1 million 

people and launched an offensive against the team of Yue Taishan from both wings and front. 

 

As if Yue Taishan knew it long ago, he said with a sneer on his face: “Defense according to plan, no one is 

allowed to step back and block the Iron Brotherhood.” 

 

The blood demon demon and Ye Wujin shouted. They also knew that the battle was at the most critical 

moment, and they used their best efforts. 

 

Chapter 1403 - resentment 

  

Just like a dying person struggling for the last time, more than 100 presidents know very well that if they 

fail, they will be angered by Lu Yang. At this time, they no longer have to think about those small people 

who can’t stand on the stage. Tricks, they tried their best to direct their players. 

 

Allied players broke out of unprecedented blood, taking advantage of the terrain, and fighting with the 

Iron Brothers Alliance in the Fantasy Night Forest. 

 

Lu Yang watched the war from a distance. According to his ideas, he hoped to crush the enemy’s heart 

and force them to quit the fight, but this time he discovered that Yue Taishan brought them too many 

different things. 

 



When the two sides fought, the coalition forces could be defeated, but there was absolutely no chaos. 

This part died and died. Immediately resurrected from the necropolis half a hour later and reorganized 

to participate in the war. 

 

Lu Yang could not choose to resurrect in the necropolis. His manpower can only be resurrected at the 

Star Picking Fortress. He is not dominant from a distance. What annoys him even more is that Yue 

Taishan has always been a master of level 160. The Legion is composed of various control professions 

and paladins. More than 200,000 people in Lu Yang do not move, they do not move. 

 

Where did Lu Yang take these 200,000 people? For example, Yue Taishan himself took these hundreds 

of thousands of people to where he was killed by the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood on the front 

battlefield, as if he could not see it in his eyes. Even if there was a sign of defeat there, they wouldn’t 

bother, and would rather let this piece defeat and let another guild behind it block, Lu Yang could not 

break through. 

 

The decentralized battlefield launched by 10,000 people, based on the defenses set up in various places 

such as trees, soil slopes, and rocks, gave the coalition great support, but the Brotherhood of the Iron 

Blood was very difficult to break through. 

 

The battle lasted for more than 3 hours. Not only did Lu Yang not advance much, he was blocked on a 

**** in the back of the magic night forest. 

 

“Boss, let’s rush someone once.” Liu Yunpeng said anxiously looking at the front battlefield. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “It’s not time now, let the brothers hold on and wait.” 

 

“This.” Liu Yunpeng went back with a sigh. 

 

For example, Yue Taishan stood at the top of the **** and sneered watching the bitter lovers under the 

**** attacking, and said with a laugh: “Your boss has taken you as cannon fodder. You have all died so 

many times, and you will not let him 200,000. The elite come up, you are so pathetic. “ 

 

Suffering for half a life, he looked at Suffering for half a life in surprise, he quickly looked back, and 

found that many players showed dissatisfaction on their faces. 



 

“Brothers, don’t listen to him nonsense. He specially arranged hundreds of thousands of people to 

ambush our elite. There may be more large-scale battles at the tiger’s mouth at any time. These 200,000 

people are going to support and prevent the enemy from breaking. Our fortress, I believe our strength, 

only we 3 million people are enough to get rid of this garbage. “Shouted bitter love for a long time. 

 

In the past, only Lu Yang and a few of the strongest guild commanders knew how to fight offensively, 

but now Ru Taishan knows it, and it is deadly, and for the first time, the morale of the Brotherhood of 

Iron Blood has shown signs of reduction. 

 

Lu Yang can also see the problems on the field, but he can only stick his teeth to insist, this is not the 

time to act with anger, but many times, it is not that you do not want to use anger, you can keep your 

heart up, you are the defensive side, the enemy will force you At that point, you don’t want to do it. 

 

Continued to play for 3 hours, and found Lu Yang half a lifetime, almost crying, “Boss, send our 200,000 

brothers on the field, our 3 million people will collapse.” 

 

Tianyao also ran over and said solemnly, “If Yue Taishan is too defensive, even if our brothers can 

change one to five or more now, like Yue Taishan, he will hold your 200,000 people to talk about things. 

The morale of the brothers is too low, and I can’t help it. “ 

 

Lu Yang looked at the 3 million players around him, and countless people who stretched into the depths 

of the forest. At this moment, almost everyone’s eyes were staring at the 200,000 people. Lu Yang saw 

great dissatisfaction from their eyes. 

 

Liu Yunpeng said: “Boss, let me take 30,000 brothers up. I will rush once, at least to raise the morale of 

the brothers.” 

 

The King of Hell said: “I will fight too.” 

 

Wan Zhonghui gritted his teeth and said, “I will also fight.” 

 

… 



 

Twenty chiefs of the army were fighting at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang’s heart sank. He knew it was broken, but it was really time to send the 200,000 people to attack. 

He loudly said using a loudspeaker: “Brothers, I know you are very angry now However, if these 200,000 

people launch an attack, there must be a problem at the tiger’s mouth, but today we will figure out the 

problem, and I have worked it out. I want to let everyone know that I have never thought of Lu Yang as a 

cannon fodder. Ready, I will start with Liu Yunpeng second, Wan Zhonghui third, Liu Ruohuai fourth, and 

the rest will be side by side. 

 

“kill!” 

 

200,000 long ago full of angry 160 level players shouted at the same time, followed the landing sun and 

came to the soil **** to prepare for the attack. 

 

3 million ordinary players saw that Lu Yang was standing on the front line, and they recovered their 

morale, with Lu Yang standing behind. 

 

Lu Yang said to the lovely queen behind him: “Be sure to give me enough damage reduction in a while, 

and at the same time, use the spell dispeller skills for the first row of people.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, you will die if I die.” The cute queen said with gritted teeth. 

 

There was a bitter smile on the corner of Lu Yang’s mouth, and at the same time, he sent a message to 

the lofty and passionate and said: “I have a problem here, and the Blood Wolf Legion is ready to attack. 

 

“Yes,” replied with pride. 

 

Lu Yang stopped talking, watching the front of the battlefield intently, and was born again for three 

years. For the first time, he was forced to such a desperate road. 

 

“kill!” 



 

200,000 people shouted in unison, followed Lu Yang’s charge towards the top of the **** followed by 3 

million players with low morale. 

 

Ruyi Taishan stood on the top of the slope, watching this scene with a mocking smile on his face, and 

said, “Mixed Legion is preparing, your dinner is here.” 

 

Standing not far behind Ruyue Taishan is a special army composed of 800,000 people, of which 400,000 

are three-turn paladins, 100,000 are Archdruids, 100,000 evil magicians, 100,000 ice mage and 100,000 

Shadow Priest. 

 

The heads of 80 legions heard Ru Taishan sneer and took the team to the front with sneer. The first row 

was the Great Druid. 

 

“Big Thorns” 

 

“Big Thorns” 

 

… 

 

The large thorns of 100 meters range was released by these druids in the first 50 meters of the 

battlefield, and a circular area with a radius of 50 meters was instantly formed, and 10,000 were 

released at the same time. The soldier’s forward charge was instantly covered with thorns, and the 

Tauren warrior with strong attack power, high defense power, and thick blood was thus strongly 

controlled on the spot. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1404 - Breaking the law Knights Army 

  



“The priest disperses quickly,” Liu Yunpeng shouted. 

 

The white light fell on the 30,000 Tauren soldiers in the first row, but the thorns were just dispersed, 

and the thorns on the ground continued to trap the Tauren. 

 

“Blessing of Freedom” 

 

A large number of paladins in the back row raised a golden glow in the hands, and the thorns covered by 

the tauren in the front row disappeared immediately, but before the tauren took a step forward, a large 

number of priests appeared opposite. 

 

“Great Purification” 

 

A flash of light flashed, the golden light on the tauren disappeared, and the thorns continued to climb 

up, again unable to move to the place controlled by the tauren. 

 

Not only them, but all the 160-level occupations such as the Shadow Warrior, Blood Oath Shaman, and 

Knight of Divine Grace are all kept in place. 

 

“Master of the soil system, 80 meters forward, the ground dragon trembles, let go.” Ru Yue Taishan said 

loudly. 

 

More than 5,000 soil mages appeared at the top of the hillside, and a mantra was spoken at the same 

time. At a moment, more than half of the 160-level elites were separated from the rear by the 30-meter 

high-altitude **** that was protruded by the earth dragon earthquake. 

 

“It’s time to counterattack. The Paladins attack, and Shadow Priest and Warlock release the control 

spells.” Rutaishan shouted. 

 

“Kill!” The blood demon demon and Ye Wuhen and others led the team in person, and more than 

400,000 paladins rushed in the direction of the landing sun. 

 



Lu Yang is also among the controlled personnel, but he has the advantage that he can use the escape 

dagger to jump to the top of the earth **** formed by the Earthquake. However, at this time, he cannot 

walk and must be at the top. He retreated, and it may be the whole Collapsed. 

 

“Brothers, even if we die today, we will not step back and wait for follow-up support to resist me.” Lu 

Yang shouted. 

 

“Yes.” Liu Ruohuai, Liu Yunpeng, and others saw that Lu Yang was not willing to leave with a 9th-level 

demon heart, and their confidence became sufficient. They walked to Lu Yang, and in an instant, the two 

sides fought together. 

 

The bitter love was separated by Di Longzheng in the back. In response to this situation, he responded 

quickly and shouted, “The soil mage used Di Longzheng to connect the soil slope, and the shooter and 

ice mage jumped on to participate in the attack.” 

 

“Earthquake” 

 

“Earthquake” 

 

… 

 

The high platform on the **** is close to the side of the Iron Brotherhood. A large number of slopes are 

connected to the platform. Iron Brother players quickly rushed up. However, when these ordinary 

players rushed up in large numbers, they found that 100,000 160 elites. Three-quarters of them were 

killed, and less than 30,000 remaining blood gathered together for difficult defenses. 

 

“Quickly protect the boss, the priest disperses, and the paladin adds blood.” Shouted bitterly for half a 

life. 

 

Lu Yang has less than 3 million points of blood left, and may be killed by several other critters at any 

time. At the same time, he has the ability to prevent blood from returning to the ice mage. 

 



The bitter love has experience for half a life. After shouting the order, the priest instantly dispelled, the 

paladin instantly returned blood, and Lu Yang’s blood instantly rose back to full blood. 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, and his demon heart almost fell away, because he had died once and 

the resurrection stone was gone. 

 

Ordinary players on Tupo also reacted at this time. It is no wonder that Lu Yang did not let these 200,000 

people go. With the careful preparation of the enemy, these 200,000 people had no chance. 

 

Suffering for half a life, he shouted, “The whole attack, and push the enemy back.” 

 

Three million people jumped off the high platform one after another, and the two sides fought together 

again, and this time, the two sides were fighting together. Even if Lu Yang had an advantage, the enemy 

was closer to the point of resurrection, and 200,000 elites were trapped in the war circle. In the middle, I 

can never go out again. 

 

The blood demon ran back to the podium outside Yue Taishan, such as Yue Taishan. This was his 16th 

resurrection. Sometimes he was killed by a resurrection, but everyone around was dead. He could only 

die. He was resurrected in the necropolis, although he only played for 2 hours, but his level was about to 

drop by 2 levels. 

 

“As Yue Taishan, we are hurting so much, it is really hurting.” The blood demon said with anxiety. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan glanced at him coldly and said, “Why, want to retreat again?” 

 

The Blood Demon was anxious and said, “Who wants to retreat, I just said it was too hurt to do this, and 

it didn’t work. We will still fail in the end.” 

 

For example, Yue Taishan laughed sarcastically and said, “Of course I won’t let you fight for nothing.” 

 

He took out the phone and called Sanyouweimen, saying, “Lu Yang’s 200,000 elite has been controlled 

by me, and it’s up to you now.” 

 



“Be sure to entangle them for more than 4 hours and get rid of it.” Sanyou Weimen said respectfully. 

 

“Entrust it to me.” Ru Yueshan was confident. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Sanyouweimen closed the intercom and looked at the battlefield in front of him. His flickering eyes 

suddenly became dreadful and terrifying. 

 

“Ru Yue Taishan has completed the planned plan and ordered the French Cavaliers to prepare for the 

attack.” Sanyou Weimen said. 

 

Olma and Radvieff looked at each other with excitement on their faces. 

 

Orma raised his two-handed sword high and ordered: “Break the knights out of the ranks.” 

 

“Drink ~!” 

 

The 100,000 players hidden in the battlefield screamed at the same time. The front players gave way 

and 100,000 paladins with giant battle shields came out of the team. They were the famous lawbreakers 

after the game version changed knight. 

 

The Knight of the Breaker can turn on magic immunity for 5 minutes. Although it will fall into a fatigue 

period of 10 minutes, they will be fully immune to the magician ’s 5 minutes. Skill damage, protecting 

more than 60,000 150 elites from boarding the city walls. 

 

“Since the game version has changed so far, the rareness of the lawbreaker knight is ridiculous. I guess 

Lu Yang never imagined that we would have a group of lawbreakers with such a large number of 

people.” Orma laughed. 

 



Stephen said: “Thanks to the advice of Mitomonemon, we have cracked several places to transfer to the 

law-breaking knight. Our most feared Starbreaker shooter and level 160 melee occupation are trapped 

in the night forest. Lu Yang is doomed this time. “ 

 

Sanyouweimen face with a confident expression on his face, said: “Everyone working together, we killed 

the tiger fortress at once.” 

 

Olma and Stephen laughed. 

 

“I direct the battle personally.” Radvidev laughed and rushed to the front with the guards around him. 

 

At this time, 60,000 elites have been gathered under the shield of the 100,000 broken knights. Radvidev 

yelled after entering the team: “The whole army is attacking.” 

 

Under the cover of a trebuchet, an iron shell composed of 100,000 people walked step by step towards 

the fortress, only a distance of 500 meters and a 2 minute walk. 

 

Above the 9th city wall, the White Lion sat down in person. During the daytime battle, he just lost 

another city wall, watching the enemy’s sudden rush over the player, making him frown. 

 

“Strange, how did the Paladin come up?” The White Lion asked. 

 

Bai Hu said with a tightly frown, “It’s not right, these people have problems. They can’t get them near 

the fortress, and the curse mage is fast.” 

 

Hei Yan also stood on the wall at this time, with 100 forbidden mages, and immediately directed these 

100 people to release their skills. 

 

“Icy Roar” 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 



… 

 

After 10 seconds, the curse covered the path 500 meters in front of the fortress. When the white lion 

and others’ frowning brows showed signs of loosening, the white lion yelled when the skill fell on the 

enemy knight. :”not good.” 

 

The white wolf and the white tiger also reacted, and they both said in horror: “Knights breaking the 

law.” 

 

Hei Yan looked at the 100,000 people in the back and said in a stunned state: “Where have they come 

from so many law-breaking knights, report to the boss quickly, something is going to happen.” 

 

The White Lion didn’t dare to entrust it, and he called Lu Yang quickly and said, “Boss, 100,000 law-

breaking knights suddenly appeared in the enemy formation.” 

 

Lu Yang is trapped in a large array of 4 million people, such as Yue Taishan, who can’t get out at all. He 

closed his eyes and sighed: “Sure enough, they still have a second hand. You try your best to defend the 

fortress. I immediately ordered the blood wolf army to join the battle.” 

 

The White Lion was relieved. 

 

Lu Yang was furious. The blood wolf is now used. In the future, the enemy will no longer need to use 2 

million people to watch the logistics supply and trebuchet team. This will save the seven guilds by 

spending hundreds of millions of dollars each day, which is equivalent to He saved the enemy a lot of 

money. 

 

He took out the intercom and called it with pride, and said, “Anyway, try to help the White Lion to block 

the enemy’s offensive. I’m not on the scene. You can play freely. All the dead blood wolves quickly 

board the tiger fortress to participate in the defense. We don’t need it outside. “ 

 

“Yes.” At this time, the lofty heart was already standing in the dense forest one hour north of the 

battlefield of the tiger mouth fortress. 

 



He did not dare to go forward. If he went further, the thieves of the seven strongest guilds would find 

them. In order to find these 100,000 blood wolves, the seven guilds would send all the thieves who 

could not play too much in the front battlefield to ride around. There is an hour search for location. 

 

Pleasantly turned his head to the players behind him and said, “Guys, it’s finally time for us to play a 

role.” 

 

100,000 blood wolves can’t wait too long have shouted. 

 

He smiled arrogantly and said, “This time our main task is to protect the fortress. We may have to fight 

the enemy bloody. Brothers, the fortress cannot be lost. At my command, 100,000 blood wolves 

attacked with me. I said Hit, hit quickly, I said run, there are definitely not many who stay for a second, 

do you know? “ 

 

The heads of the 10 regiments nodded. 

 

Pleasantly shouted: “The whole attack, we support the Tiger Fortress.” 

 

100,000 people rode on the war horse and followed the lofty sentiments and ran towards the Tiger 

Mouth Fortress. The Tiger Mouth Fortress was just the first wave of 100,000 broken French knights, and 

the ninth wall was lost. 

 

The magic is completely invalid, and the lightning tower’s attack is also invalid. There is a crazy attack 

from the enemy’s slinger behind the city wall, and he dare not stand, simply relying on the 10,000 

slinger behind each fortress, which is not enough to resist. The enemy’s offense. 

 

Radvidev laughed excitedly standing on the wall. He pointed at the white lion on the eighth wall and said 

as a winner: “You are very good, but unfortunately, you are too tender.” 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 1405 - Blood Wolf Assault 

  

The White Lion was furious. No one except Lu Yang was qualified to say this to him. He yelled, “Ready to 

counterattack.” 

 

Xu Cailiang quickly grabbed the white lion and said, “Don’t, believe me, I can stop the enemy.” 

 

“Any way, say it quickly,” the White Lion growled. 

 

Xu Cailiang said: “The enemy occupied the ninth city wall, but their trebuchets couldn’t come in. We 

don’t fight, waiting for them to demolish the city wall, which takes a long time.” 

 

The white lion said excitedly: “Then watch the enemy demolish our walls and the 10,000-stone carts 

under the walls?” 

 

Xu Cailiang nodded his teeth and said, “Yes, otherwise, the two sides attack at the same time, and the 

city wall breaks faster. Without the city wall’s catapult, it is the enemy’s target. Our staff is insufficient 

and we cannot rush out to fight the enemy bloody. . “ 

 

The White Lion was persuaded, and he said loudly, “Listen to me and all stand back on the eighth wall 

and defend with all our strength.” 

 

Radvijeff laughed, pointed at the White Lion and said, “You are such a turtle, you are this.” 

 

He gestured with a little finger, the white lion was so angry, but he only looked at Radevjev coldly, his 

expression frosty. 

 

Radevieff did not seem to see it. He continued to ridicule. The boss was humiliated. How can the 

brothers agree? Countless players of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood joined the battle to kill 

Radevedev. The White Lion did not say a word. 

 



“Tear it down, it’s shattered, we’re tearing down the Jagged Brotherhood!” Radevijeh laughed, but with 

a deep helplessness in the smile, he was in his 30s today, but he was exhausted After finding a way, he 

failed to irritate the opposite 18-year-old boy. He could only vent his anger on the wall. 

 

Thousands of trebuchets bombarded at the same time, and a certain point of the city wall was quickly 

opened. After half an hour, without the defense of the Jagged Brothers players, the ninth city wall 

collapsed. 

 

“Rush, take the eighth stronghold.” Radvidev continued to lead the team in person. 

 

The White Lion watched the broken knight rushing over, but there was still no good way. Eventually, 

after another half an hour, the eighth city wall was also broken. 

 

“Haha, keep on attacking. Today we will see when this tortoise can shrink.” Radevjeev laughed wildly. 

 

The white wolf was so angry that he said to the white lion, “Brother, you can’t continue this way, let me 

rush out to counterattack.” 

 

The White Lion shook his head and said, “Wait, the more ridiculous Radevyev is to me, the more worried 

he is. We still have 7 walls, and I’ll wait.” 

 

Radvedev’s heart was actually worried about lofty things, and his analysis by the White Lion was 

completely correct. 

 

In order to exert sufficient advantages in the front battlefield, his defense and main attacking teams 

were all near the Tiger Mouth Fortress to keep the offensive waves, which caused the defense line 

behind him to be very unstable. 

 

When all the presidents, including Sanyouweimen, decided to attack, they only left two reserve teams to 

guard the 100,000 blood wolves, but they all knew that these people were not enough and could only 

delay time. 

 



Radevjeev now wanted to hit one more wall, and when the blood wolf came, he quickly retreated to 

ensure the blood wolf was eliminated. 

 

What a pity, the more afraid of what is coming, just as Radvidev was about to demolish the eighth city 

wall, Sanyoumonmon called and said: “Quickly retreat, our spies have found the Blood Wolf Legion, We 

are running towards our slinger and supply team, and we will be fighting at the shortest 10 minutes. “ 

 

“Damn, are all the spies dumb? Why only give me that time?” Radevjee was furious. 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “The lofty sentiment is very clever. He opened the valley in the transparent sky, 

and our thief made a mistake.” 

 

“Damn, hold on, I’ll be back here,” Radevidev yelled, “the army retreats.” 

 

There are 15 walls in total, and the distance between each wall is 500 meters. The team led by Radevjev 

rushed to the eighth fortress, which is equivalent to having rushed into the tiger mouth canyon 4 

kilometers away. In Radevjev’s Behind it, there are hundreds of thousands of elite level 150 players 

stuck in the canyon. It is very difficult to evacuate, and they move slowly like ants. 

 

Radvijev was helpless and could only wait, but outside the tiger mouth fortress, he had already taken 

100,000 blood wolf warriors into a blood wolf form, staring bloodthirsty 5 kilometers ahead. Tens of 

thousands of trebuchets. 

 

“Destroy the trebuchet, the blood wolf legion, kill ~!” Roar of pride, the first to charge. 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The 100,000 blood wolves immediately followed, and immediately plunged into the enemy’s level 140 

player group. The level 140 players responsible for defending them were crushed and crushed like tofu 

blocked in front of the car. 

 

“Fast druids come here, stop them, what about the priests?” Stephen was in charge of defending the 

area, and he stood roaring on the high platform in the rear. 



 

“I’ll be right there. Hold on for 1 minute.” The head of the priest’s regiment led someone to move 

quickly towards the battlefield. 

 

With pride, watching the surroundings while fighting, he saw the enemy’s special army coming up, and 

immediately shouted: “Hei Yan, order the timebreaker to bring 10,000 forbidden spell masters to gather 

at coordinates 30449493.43949330.” 

 

“Good.” 

 

Hei Yan immediately issued an order, and Lu Yuming, the leader of the 10,000 Space-Time Breaker 

Legion, personally took the 10,000 mage to the coordinate position, and this position was behind the 

Blood Wolf Legion. 

 

“I’m here, where’s the attack?” Lu Yuming called and asked. 

 

Pointing arrogantly at the control corps who had been reinforced by his left, he shouted, “Just hit here, 

don’t let them approach.” 

 

“Good,” Lu Yuming shouted, “at 10 o’clock, the target enemy controls the troops and frees the curse.” 

 

“Icy Roar” 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Space-Time Cutting” 

 

… 

 

A forbidden spell fell, and the control army that rushed over was killed clean. 

 



“Good job,” shouted Pride. 

 

Lu Yuming shouted with a smile: “Brothers, come on.” 

 

“Rest assured, leave it to me.” Pride and passion continued to storm, and he was close to the stone-

carriage army to 2 kilometers. 

 

“Damn, what are the Tigers doing, our bloodwolf legion? Where is our war elephant legion?” Jerz 

shouted excitedly. 

 

There are 60,000 trebuchets over there. If they are destroyed, later battles will become very difficult. It 

is even more laborious to mobilize trebuchets from the rear. 

 

“The position chosen with lofty sentiments is very tricky. They can’t rush over directly, it will be killed by 

the iron curse brothers’ forbidden mage, and they can only go around from the outside.” Sanyouweimen 

said dimly. 

 

Even though they despised Lu Yang, they had to admire the power of many vice presidents under Lu 

Yang. A white lion exhausted their seven heads before hitting the seventh fortress on the third day. You 

must know that they were seven Personally, they are already the seven strongest guilds in the New 

World. Only Lu Yang, Liu Jie, and Steige can compete with them. The rest are not qualified to compare 

with them. However, a vice chairman of the White Lion was in the momentum. Not lost to them. 

 

Now there is another kind of lofty sentiment, using the advantages of the terrain to fool them tens of 

thousands of thieves secret agents, such meticulous thoughts and tricky choice of attack angles are 

enough for them to spend a lot of money to hire, but they can justify them It’s the Brotherhood of 

Jagged Brothers. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

Just in front of Sanyouweimen, Stephen, and Olma, they broke through the enemy’s flanks and reached 

the front of 60,000 trebuchets. 

 



“Hei Yan, immediately send 10,000 Fire Thunder Master over, quickly, I can’t hold it for a long time.” 

Hao Wanwan yelled. 

 

Hei Yan immediately issued an order, and Huo Zong led the team for the second time, leading 10,000 

Fire Thunder Master to the battlefield. 

 

“Mage Huo-lei rushed up and died with the trebuchet,” shouted Hao Qingwan. 

 

“understand.” 

 

The leader of the Mage Thunder team issued an order, and 10,000 Mage Thunder hit the stone thrower. 

 

Fire Thunder Mage has all the special skills, and can cause 20 million damage in a short period of time. It 

can just blow up a catapult, but they are very close, only 1 meter themselves, so they need pride to give 

them open circuit. 

 

“boom” 

 

“嘭” 

 

“哐” 

 

… 

 

As the blaze of fire was accompanied by violent sounds, tens of thousands of trebuchets were so 

broken, and then the Master of Time and Space returned to the tiger mouth fortress with the body of 

the Master of Fire and Thunder. 

 

Sanyouweimen and Olma and others saw the painful expressions on their faces at the same time. 

 



“My trebuchet.” Radevjeev just rushed out of the tiger fortress with his team, and his eyes became red 

when he saw the scene in front of him. As the poorest of the seven strongest guilds, he was most 

reluctant It’s the Catapult Army. 

 

In fact, these stone throwers were originally protected by the lawbreaker and **** warrior, but for this 

attack, he had to bring the lawbreaker and **** warrior. In their psychology, the ideal is to destroy the 

iron brother Several fortresses can still keep the trebuchet, but the gap between the ideal and reality is 

huge, and 10,000 trebuchets were destroyed in an instant. 

 

“Kill them Hell warriors stand in shields, blocking their escape.” Radvijev growled. 

 

Pride and arrogance did not see Radvedev, because the distance between the two was three kilometers, 

and there were countless people separated. He yelled, “Continue to attack forward and try to give the 

Mage Mage another skill. opportunity.” 

 

The surrounding 140 level players are difficult to cause damage to the 160 level blood wolves, so they 

have this confidence. 2 minutes later, the space-time mage team returns, and another 10,000 stone 

throwers are destroyed. 

 

“There is a lot of pride, and you don’t want to destroy our trebuchet again, you are dead.” A roar came 

in the distance. 

 

Looking up sideways with pride, a group of tigers are approaching quickly. 

 

“The Tigers are here. It looks like I can do so much. Bloodwolf, we have an honorary duel with the 

enemy to let them know who is the strongest land hussar in this game.” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

100,000 blood wolves roar. 

  



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1406 - Cut off supplies 

  

The most ornamental value in the game is the player confrontation during high-speed movement, which 

is a test of the dexterity of the two sides and their ability to cooperate as a whole. 

 

When the 100,000 blood wolves rushed towards the Tigers at full speed, the Tigers rushed toward the 

Blood wolves at high speed, and the two sides collided quickly. 

 

The Tigers are all level 150 players. They are at a disadvantage when they hit the blood wolves of level 

160, but at the same time, they also limit the speed of the blood wolves, and then ambush on both 

sides. The War Elephant Regiment and the Mad Lion Regiment jumped out, encircling the 100,000 

people of the Blood Wolf Regiment on three sides, and behind the Blood Wolf Regiment and the entire 

outer circle were a large number of control and anti-war corps. 

 

After seeing this scene with pride, he knew that his army could not rush out, and called out, “Hei Yan, 

immediately carry out a third attack, I can’t carry it for too long.” 

 

“Arriving soon.” Hei Yan said, he was also very anxious, but the number of fire thunder mage was 

limited, he only gathered 40,000 people from all areas controlled by Lu Yang, two batches have been 

released, and the last two batches remain Pairing with Time and Space Master. 

 

Five minutes later, the area where the trebuchet flew flashed, and 10,000 time and space mage 

appeared with 10,000 fire and thunder mage. 

 

“perish together” 

 

“perish together” 



 

… 

 

There is no need to say with arrogance and melancholy, all the fire mages automatically hit the enemy’s 

catapult. 

 

It was another fierce fire and sound, and Radevedev and Sanyoumonmon were all furious, and their 

hearts were bleeding. 

 

“Give me offense, attack with all your strength, and kill their bloodwolf legion.” Radevidev roared. He 

had reached the battlefield, but most of the 150 elites were still 10 minutes behind him. 

 

The Blood Wolf Legion suffered siege on all sides, but the equipment and levels were placed there. 

Without the 150-level elite or three-turn paladin, they could not be moved at all. The lofty and 100,000 

blood wolves were all scrolls. For a time, they were the top seven The encirclement formed by the 

strong guild with millions of people, even when beaten by the Blood Wolf Legion, showed signs of 

collapse at any time. 

 

“Boss, let’s break out, I think I can fight.” The deputy commander said. 

 

Looking at the more than 80,000 blood wolves left on the court, he said, “It doesn’t make much sense to 

rush out, so it’s better to stay and give Mage Fire Thunder another chance.” 

 

The hosts of major live broadcast platforms and TV stations also think so. In order to create a gimmick, 

seven humble live broadcast platforms in the country where the seven strongest guild presidents host a 

joint live broadcast. 

 

The American host said, “I think it’s time to break through with pride.” 

 

The Sudanese host said: “I think Lu Yanghui will break out towards the north.” 

 

… 



 

The Japanese host looked at these people and shook their heads, saying, “Breaking out seems easy, but 

when it really breaks out, it is likely to be surrounded by the Sanyou Weimen. Now for the lofty and 

100,000 blood wolves, The best way is to stay in place. “ 

 

“Do you think they will stay?” The Russian host asked. 

 

The Japanese host said: “Yes, I think the lofty sentiments will definitely stay.” 

 

The host around didn’t believe it, but at this time, on the battlefield, there was no intention to break out 

of pride, and for the fourth time, the fire thunder mage destroyed 10,000 catapults, and at this time, 

pride It also completely lost hope of breaking through and was besieged by a large array of millions. 

 

“Boss, we’re under siege and we can’t go out.” Someone shouted arrogantly. 

 

A blast of shock waves killed several 140 level players in front of him and said with a laugh: “Since we 

can’t run, then our brothers will fight happily. Don’t leave a scroll and throw it all.” 

 

“It’s a good fight.” The 100,000 blood wolves who got the news were all very excited. There were more 

than 100 scrolls left in each person’s backpack. There were many special magics, and they were usually 

impassioned. They finally got a chance to use this time. Then, they took out the scrolls and threw them 

around. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress in the distance. 

 

The white lion sighed while looking at the battlefield in the distance with a telescope, and said, “This is a 

time for us and the boss.” 

 

“I just hope that the boss can quickly withdraw his staff,” Bai Hu muttered to himself. 

 

Unfortunately, their ideas are doomed to be impossible. From day to late night, Lu Yang won the War of 

the Night Forest by a ratio of 1 to 25, but this win was not considered a win, but neither side could hold 

it out. Blood Demon and others withdrew enough to withdraw from the battle. 



 

Lu Yang was also unable to fight again. The entire army returned to the Star Fortress. At this time, 

players already knew that the Tiger Mouth Fortress had lost three city walls. Now there are only 8 city 

walls left, and the enemy has only played for three days. This makes those who originally proposed to let 

Lu Yang bring 200,000 elites to the battlefield have a look of shame. 

 

I bitterly scolded in front of everyone, “I lost three walls in a day, do you know what this means? It 

means that the brothers at the Tiger Mouth Fortress have to fight hard to delay the enemy’s footsteps, 

everyone How can we not believe that we and the boss, and when did the boss of Lu Yang treat 

everyone wrong? “ 

 

The three million players under the city wall are ashamed. 

 

“My boss, I suggest finding the leaders of today’s troubles and firing them out of the Brotherhood of 

Iron and Blood.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “I will not hold anyone accountable for today ’s affairs. 

Everyone will be offline and rest. They are all brothers of the guild. Occasionally they are awkward and 

normal. I hope that everyone will continue to work hard tomorrow. Let us fight for a complete win. 

Coalition. “ 

 

“Isn’t it prosecuted? It’s …” bitter love still has to say, but Lu Yang reached out to stop him, saying: 

“Today’s matter, no one can write a report letter to my mailbox. Anyone who reports a report will be 

expelled from the guild. I said, everyone is a brother, and he will never be fired because of this little 

thing. “ 

 

The light flashed, and Lu Yang flew to the Tiger Mouth Fortress with 200,000 people. Although the battle 

of the Fantasy Night Forest was over, the battle here was far from over. The Seven Great Guilds 

continued to attack the Tiger Mouth Fort in two rounds. 

 

Lu Yang had to let all his 300,000 brothers work overtime to continue fighting! 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang’s 300,000 level 160 players are all on the fortress, stubbornly resisted for one 

morning and gave the White Lions sufficient rest time. 



 

In the afternoon of the next day. 

 

In Tianyu Shencheng, the faces of blood demon demon and Ye Wuhen and other people laughed and 

organized a team of four million people. 

 

“Hey, there are only 8 city walls left in Lu Yang, and the 300,000 elites have been fighting for a day and a 

night. Today we are likely to win Lu Yang once and completely collapse him.” Ye Wuhen said excitedly. . 

 

“It is worthy of being the seven strongest guilds. The strength is arrogance. Even Lu Yang can’t carry it. 

This time Lu Yang loses.” Bancheng Yanyu said. 

 

The girl Yaran glanced at the Blood Demon and said, “If Lu Yang is defeated today, the boss of the Blood 

Demon don’t forget your promise.” 

 

The Blood Demon laughed and said, “Rest assured, we must form a new guild with more than 20 guilds 

together. You must be the vice president with 10% of the shares.” 

 

“Yeah, if Lu Yang defeated today, we must rush to grab the next fortress. We can’t let the seven 

strongest guilds **** it away.” 

 

… 

 

The presidents of more than 100 guilds all rushed to join forces with the previously discussed presidents 

as if they were “waking up in their dreams”, thinking of which fortress to seize. 

 

“I want to pick the Star Fortress.” 

 

“I want the Seven Star Fortress.” 

 

… 



 

Alice didn’t know when it appeared around more than 100 presidents. At this time, they have been 

divided into five small pieces. She listened to the words of these people, and she felt a mockery in her 

heart. I thought with pity on you. I really did n’t know how to die. 

 

“Alice is here.” I don’t know who shouted. Then the group of presidents looked up and saw Alice, and 

ran over in excitement. 

 

“Alice, is our supply coming?” 

 

“Haha, supply us quickly, and today we can defeat the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

The surrounding people made Alice very uncomfortable and said, “Shut up, Gorefiend, Ye Wujin, and 

Teana, a few of you out.” 

 

The three Gorefiends quickly signaled the players around them to shut up, and when everyone was 

quiet, the Gorefiend smiled and said, “Alice, is our supply today?” 

 

Alice looked at the **** demon’s longing eyes and the hope of the surrounding president, and suddenly 

expressed a helpless expression, saying, “Sorry, I’m afraid I can’t give you the supply today on time.” 

 

“What?” The people around were startled. 

 

Ye Wuhen quickly asked: “What does this mean? Lu Yang was defeated immediately, why not provide us 

with supplies?” 

 

Alice said with regret: “Yesterday’s fighting caused heavy losses to the seven guilds. They released their 

equipment today and found that there is not much equipment available to you, so I would like to invite 

you to replenish your equipment first, and at night, they will replenish it. you guys.” 

 

More than 100 chairpersons were anxious and made a noise. 

 



“Why? We help them.” 

 

“I will not fight without giving equipment.” 

 

“Do not hit the equipment.” 

 

… 

 

Alice stood there and didn’t speak. She looked coldly at the presidents in front of her. The blood demon 

and Ye Wujin and others reacted, and quickly called on the people around to stop the noise, when no 

one spoke, the blood demon. On behalf of everyone, “Alice, do you want to win? You don’t need us, so 

we don’t provide equipment.” 

 

Alice stared at the Blood Demon and said, “I’m not one of the seven strongest guilds. I’m only in charge 

of contacting all of you. I have little interest with them. I have no reason to justify them. I just preach. 

They No equipment is available to you today. “ 

 

“Then how do we fight?” Ye Wumark asked. 

 

Alice said, “You presidents have been using the supplies provided by the seven guilds for the past three 

days. They don’t believe there are no supplies in your warehouse.” 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1407 - The coalition forces completely withdrew from the war 

  

“But we really don’t,” said Teana. 

 



Alice sneered and said, “Don’t try to cheat me. Before breaking up with Lu Yang, you rely on Lu Yang to 

get a lot of copies, and there are definitely a lot of equipment in the warehouse.” 

 

The downcast poet shouted high, “But that’s our own equipment. Why don’t they give it to us, and it’s 

for them that we offend the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

People around should respond. 

 

Alice said: “You guys are joking, who are you fighting for the Seven Brothers Guild? Isn’t it all about 

grabbing Lu Yang’s fortress?” 

 

Everyone was speechless. 

 

Alice sneered, and then said, “The seven of them didn’t give up. They just said they would give them at 

night. You can use the equipment in your warehouse to make up for it. Today, Lu Yang is doomed to 

defeat. Don’t offend Seven for this. Grand Guild, be careful they will destroy you after they have 

destroyed Lu Yang. “ 

 

The blood demon and others showed a horrified look, and immediately thought about it secretly. They 

secretly talked to each other secretly, and when many chairpersons were chatting, they quietly sent a 

message to the army leader they did not want to send to Lu Yang. . 

 

Pick the Star Fortress. 

 

Lu Yang sighed secretly and said, “It’s a **** guild of the seven strongest guilds, even playing this set.” 

 

Obviously, the purpose of the seven strongest guilds is to stop providing equipment and supplies to the 

coalition forces from today, but they still refuse to be sober with a hint of fantasy. 

 

Painful half-life shrugged his shoulders and said, “They deserve it, let them betray us, and today they 

gave them a hard meal, and they knew they were a group of chess pieces thrown away.” 

 



Lu Yang shook his head. He didn’t want to do this, but the 100 presidents are too hateful, and the 

players below should deserve bad luck. 

 

“Get ready, completely defeated them today in World War I.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Pleasantly said: “Boss rest assured, see how I pack them today.” 

 

The blood wolf legion returns, Lu Yang has full confidence in the battle. The 300,000 people themselves 

are an indivisible group. The war tauren is responsible for the front hard attack, and the blood wolf 

legion is around the enemy. Any point has The loopholes, they will all jump up instantly, and then use 

the power of the scroll to quickly penetrate the enemy’s team. 

 

Before Lu Yang, there were no blood wolf warriors. For example, Yue Taishan only had to arrange the 

800,000 controlling players to stare at the Tauren. The Tauren moved slowly and attacked from any 

direction. For example, Yue Taishan was fiercely defending. Now there are blood wolf We have to divide 

the troops, but unless Yue Taishan divides the controlling players into every area of the 4 million team 

on average, he can’t run through the blood wolves, or he has to be penetrated. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Brothers, I have worked hard for everyone today. Although I have been up all day and 

night, I need you to win this war for me.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, we won’t sleep without winning.” 

 

“Isn’t it just staying up late? I haven’t been in an Internet cafe for up to seven days, and it’s only been 

one day. It’s nothing.” 

 

… 

 

None of the 300,000 people want to quit, even girls are willing to persist. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction, saying, “Put off the attack formation and be ready to siege them.” 

 



He nodded bitterly for half a lifetime, and went on to prepare to go, but in Tianyu Shencheng, more than 

100 presidents finally confessed their lives and decided to take out their families to fight this war. 

 

For example, Yue Taishan said, “Today, as long as you stick to it, you will firmly control Lu Yang’s 3 

million people here. The Tiger Mouth Fortress will definitely not be able to hold it. When the seven 

strongest guilds come in, Lu Yang will not care about you. And my mission is over. “ 

 

He said in his heart, today you are waiting to die. The spy Liu Jie’an planted next to Lu Yang has learned 

that Lu Yang has sent the strongest lineup to destroy the coalition. Once the blood wolf legion and the 

tauren attack on both sides, this battle will ended. 

 

The Blood Demon and others are convinced about this, because the 300,000 people in Lu Yang have 

been fighting for more than a day and a night. According to common sense, even if Lu Yang orders them 

to join the battle, they have no ability. Lu Yang can only take Three million people fight with them. 

 

“It’s all up to you today,” the blood demon demon and Ye Wuhen said. 

 

Ru Yue Taishan still had an arrogant expression on his face, and said, “Let’s teleport separately, and 

enter the night forest.” 

 

The blood demon and other people nodded, and each gave orders, and the white light outside the 

heavenly city shone, and brought 4 million people into the night forest. 

 

Lu Yang has been waiting for them to come, and said to the bitter love around him for half a life: “The 

whole army is moving forward, we enter the forest and fight against them.” 

 

“Yes.” A half-life bitter order was issued, and three million players in the Jagged Brothers League 

immediately marched forward into the forest. 

 

The location of the blood demon and other people is half an hour away in the forest. When they 

organized the team, Lu Yang arrived. 

 



“Everyone prepares, it’s the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers.” The blood demon standing in the 

first row shouted loudly. 

 

His bitter love is also in the first row. He sneered and raised the weapon in his hand and shouted, 

“Brothers, I have been fighting for a few days, and let them see today. Listen to my orders, Jagged 

Brothers, kill ~! “ 

 

“Kill!” The players on the Iron Brotherhood rushed towards the enemy. 

 

The blood demon and other people did not expect Lu Yang to start playing without saying a word, and 

quickly shouted to command his men to fight against the players of the Iron Blood Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the high platform at the back and looked at the two opponents. He issued an order to 

the lofty and ambitious and said: “Quickly penetrate the enemy’s back.” 

 

“Yes.” With a long and scream of pride, Wan Wanling took 100,000 blood wolves around the southern 

side of the fantasy night forest near the Tianmo Gorge to the rear of the enemy. 

 

Lu Yang ordered again: “The elite army attacked from the north side and penetrated into the enemy’s 

army.” 

 

“Yes.” The lovely queen, Liu Yunpeng, and others immediately moved 200,000 elite horizontally to the 

north side of the battlefield, and entered the north side ribs of the battlefield commanded by Yue 

Taishan. 

 

“No, the Tauren of the Jagged Brothers Alliance is here again, and they should be under control soon.” 

Ye Wumark shouted. 

 

If Yue Taishan immediately issued an order, 800,000 people rushed in the direction of the lovely queen 

and others, and the two sides were immediately entangled. 

 

“Big Thorns” 

 



“Fear” 

 

“Great Purification” 

 

… 

 

A piece of magic spilled, and the elite such as the war tauren and the blood oath shaman were forcibly 

held in place and unable to move. 

 

The blood demon demon and Ye Wujin took a breath. . 

 

“Haha, Lu Yang, you just have this ability.” Ye Wumark turned on the loudspeaker to ridicule Lu Yang. 

 

The blood demon shouted, “Lu Yang, you lost this time. Even if you 200,000 people came and blocked 

us, your tiger’s mouth would be lost.” 

 

The momentum of the coalition forces on the field was high, but at this time, behind the coalition 

forces, a howl suddenly ran through the night forest. 

 

“Assholes, my blood wolf legion is here.” Roaring loudly and loudly, he said, “Blood wolf legion, kill!” 

 

The 100,000 blood wolves rushed out of the forest and caught the rear of the coalition by surprise. The 

coalition was 10,000 in a row, only a total of 300. In a flash, the pride of more than 200 people was torn 

apart. 

 

Ru Yueshan saw a sneer on her face when she saw the scene in front of her, took out the telescopic 

scroll and flew away! 

 

At this time, the blood demon demon didn’t know what to do, but he couldn’t find Ru Yue Taishan when 

he was on the court. His phone was pulled, the information was black, and the mailbox was black. 

Suddenly, the blood demon felt something was wrong. 

 



“Heavenly killer Yue Taishan, he pulled me black.” Ye Wujin ran to the blood demon and said in horror. 

 

“Me too,” said the Blood Demon, dumbfounded. 

 

“No, we were pitted by the **** of the Seventh Guild and Liu Jie, we’re finished.” Ye Wumark 

understood it. Unfortunately, it was too late. 

 

On the court, the battle was almost over, and the blood wolves shot left and right, and the fighting 

coalition could not even carry a face-to-face, and the whole was chaotic. 

 

Three million players in the Jagged Brothers Alliance took advantage of the situation to surround the 

coalition and quickly kill it. In less than an hour, the coalition of 4 million was completely defeated. 

 

“Run, you can’t win.” 

 

“All lost, can’t play anymore.” 

 

“Run.” 

 

… 

 

The coalition forces hurriedly ran to the deep forest. 

 

He bitterly bit his teeth and scolded, “I want to run now, Lao Tzu has made you feel insecure even in the 

great desert. 

 

“Kill ~!” 3 million players were also angry, this time chasing without mercy, along the depths of the 

fantasy night forest, has been chasing into the great desert, and is still chasing. 

 

Lu Yang did not follow the kill, but returned to the Tiger Mouth Fortress with 300,000 elites. At this time, 

the Tiger Mouth Fortress lost 3 city walls, leaving only the last 4. 



 

When Lu Yang arrived, he barely held it, but at this time was already late at night, and the 300,000 

people who followed him had been playing for a day or two, and everyone was exhausted. 

 

On the wall of the fourth fortress, Lu Yang stared at the stars in the sky. He had been waiting for Xue 

Yiming’s news, but for two days, Xue Yiming was still unable to make a phone call. 

 

The White Lion came over and said, “The news came from the half-life of bitter love. The enemy’s 4 

million players were completely defeated. On average, each person died 30. Are they still hunting 

down?” 

 

This time, Lu Yang really hated this group of people. The order to half-life is to chase him all the time. He 

chased and killed one afternoon and half a night. There is no way in the domain of the city. 

 

Lu Yang had already figured out the resurrection point of the Great Desert in advance. The curse mage 

had lost its effect in front of the enemy’s broken knight. Lu Yang had been sent to the resurrection point 

to ambush in advance. Anyone who was resurrected at the resurrection point was taken by Dozens of 

forbidden spells attack simultaneously. 

 

There is no way these people can be resurrected in the cemetery. One third of the 4 million people are 

trapped in the cemetery in the Night Forest, one third in the large desert cemetery, and one third in 

Fleeing in the great desert, bitterly divided his team into teams of 20 people for half of his life, and 

hunted them out in the great desert. 

 

 

Chapter 1408 - Blue Island Fortress C... 

  

Lu Yang took a sigh of relief and said: “Everyone dies 30 times, which means that they have lost 3 levels 

and their equipment should be gone.” 

 

The white lion smiled and said, “Except for a few lucky ones who escaped into Tianyu Shencheng in 

advance, most of the others who died were left with an initial set of underwear.” 

 



It is for this reason that the anger in their hearts that has been bitterly loved for a long time has spread 

out, and they have no intention to pursue it again. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Well, tell them that anyone who quits the guild and chooses to be an ordinary player, I 

can give up hunting, otherwise kill them back to level 0.” 

 

The White Lion immediately called the bitter love half-life and passed. Originally, the bitter love half-life 

could directly call Lu Yang, but Lu Yang was afraid that he couldn’t hear Xue Yiming’s call, so he asked 

the White Lion to take everyone’s call instead. 

 

On the World Channel, players suddenly appeared and swipe their screens to quit the guild for a full half 

an hour. The speed of swiping the screen is enough to make people feel fear. Anyone who speaks on the 

World Channel will disappear instantly. 

 

All the players in the world who are still in the game suddenly understand that this is the iron 

brotherhood who has won the internal rebellion. 

 

“The coalition is completely dead,” said the French host. 

 

“Lu Yang can mobilize more power to defend the Tiger Fortress.” The American host said. 

 

… 

 

Although it is already the middle of the night in China time, live broadcast television stations in various 

countries are still broadcasting this world war, after all, it is a decisive battle involving nearly 30 million 

people. 

 

Among the seven strongest guilds that are regrouping outside the city, the four friends, Sanmenemon, 

Olma, Stephen, and Radvijev, are gathering to discuss the game. Looking at the resignation message, the 

four did not. Feeling the accident, they had anticipated this situation early in the battle. 

 



“Don’t care about the idle coalition forces. We have used them to exhaust the Iron Brotherhood. The 

task has been completed, and as long as we continue to attack, we can lay down the fortress.” 

Sanyouweimen said lightly. 

 

Stephen said: “Although 40,000 trebuchets were damaged, our logistics supply will no longer be 

threatened. The Fortress is also stepping up to manufacture trebuchets. It is expected that 7,000 will be 

delivered tomorrow.” 

 

Radvedev growled angrily: “When I break into the fortress, I must kill the wolves of pride and loyalty 

back to level 0.” 

 

Sanyouweimen smiled and said, “Let’s step up and don’t give Lu Yang too much rest time.” 

 

The other three nodded and continued to mobilize their forces in preparation to continue to attack the 

city. 

 

Above the ramparts. 

 

Mu Yi suddenly turned into a streamer and appeared next to Lu Yang, saying, “Brother, good news, the 

construction of the Blue Island Fortress is complete.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes brightened and he smiled and said, “Finally made?” 

 

Mu Yi said: “It’s all made, and can send 1 million people at the same time.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist vigorously and said, “Finally, we can finally make a big hit for the seven guilds 

opposite.” 

 

As long as Lu Yang’s tactics are used properly, when the enemy is attacking with full force, more than 3 

million players suddenly rush out from the flanks to attack, and they will definitely destroy all the 

slingers of the seven strongest guilds in a battle, plus 300,000 elite Assault, he won the battle. 

 



In fact, Lu Yang originally expected to win this battle. However, during the implementation process, the 

coalition rebellion that caused Lu Yang’s plan changed, and then Liu Jie dispatched Yue Taishan to help 

direct and bring Lu Yang There is no small amount of trouble. 

 

Without these two things, Lu Yang can, according to his plan, take the initiative to destroy the city walls 

on the tiger’s mouth step by step, so that the seven strongest guilds think that they are more and more 

likely to win. They gave them the heaviest blow. 

 

But now it is the same, but it is more like it, but the players under him are very tired, which makes Lu 

Yang very uncomfortable. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The voice of the intercom suddenly sounded, and Lu Yang took a look, his eyes suddenly widened. He 

quickly pressed the connect button and said, “Xue Yiming, where are your mother-in-law’s going? I 

haven’t been able to call you for nearly three days. . “ 

 

Xue Yiming froze. He didn’t expect Lu Yang to care about him so much, he even scolded him in anxiety. 

He laughed and said, “First of all, this time exposed three commanders at the commander level and one 

commander at the commander level. , Finally found out the purpose of this grandson of Liu Jie, what do 

you think he wants to do? “ 

 

Lu Yang said, “I don’t know.” 

 

Xue Yiming said with a smile: “All of this is Liu Jie’s strategy. He knows that the coalition forces can’t 

carry our attack, and the Seven Guilds have no ability to break the fort, so he didn’t think about trying 

hard to attack.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What do you mean?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “Liu Jie has more than 3 million elites of about 148 levels who are gathering at the nest 

of the Cavalry Regiment of the Gods. It is expected that an attack will be launched this afternoon.” 

 



Lu Yang suddenly realized that, “No wonder Liu Jie gave me the feeling that he didn’t use all his strength. 

It turned out that his purpose was the Cavalry of the Gods.” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “The best way is to stop Liu Jie. If he gets the area of the Cavalry Regiment, the actual 

area occupied by him will be larger than you.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “I think, how are you doing? Why did it take so long to call me back?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “I got a little injury and just fled. I didn’t expect Liu Jie to take such precautions.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Your mission is temporarily suspended, and you will immediately fly to the East China Sea 

to recover from the illness first, and then follow up.” 

 

Xue Yiming sighed and said, “I’m really dangerous, I’ll be back tonight, rest assured, before Liu Jie was 

destroyed by you I won’t die.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief. He found Qi Yun and asked him to send a plane to pick up Xue Yiming 

overnight. Then he called all the vice presidents and told Xue Yiming’s information to everyone. 

 

“Why not help the Cavalry of the Gods after we win the battle?” Jiang Ze asked. 

 

Zhuo Jiu sighed and said, “These days, the Cavalry of the Gods attacked like a lunatic. The players I have 

most have not slept all day and all night. Others also have very little sleep time. I can’t organize an attack 

team. “ 

 

The white lion frowned and said, “This is me too, you see, I’m almost crushed by those seven bastards.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “It can only be a blessing for the Cavalry of the Gods. Let me talk to 

Steiger.” 

 



He picked up the phone and dialed Steige’s number. After a few drops of sound, Steige pressed the 

connect button and said proudly, “Chairman Lu Yang, why are you free to find me? Make peace. No talk. 

“ 

 

Lu Yang said, “You’re stupid X.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1409 - Grand Cavalry Retreat 

  

“I really admire you. You don’t know how long your head is. I will make peace? You and me make 

peace!” Lu Yang said with gritted teeth. 

 

Steiger sneered, and said sarcastically, “Why should I make peace with you? There are only five walls left 

at the Tiger Mouth Fortress. Do you think you can hold on for a few days? Three days or five days?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I don’t know if I can hold it for a few days. I just know that you are going to be 

unlucky today.” 

 

“I’m out of luck? Depending on you? You go out of the fortress and I kill you.” Steiger yelled, he was 

really miserable by Lu Yangkeng, and now he is still in a state of anxiety, and can’t wait to kill Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Brother, this is” Second World “. Use your head to think about it, this war 

cannot be resolved with imagination.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Steiger asked. 

 

Lu Yang resentfully said, “I mean the person who hit you is not me, but Liu Jie.” 

 



Whenever a Chinese person who knows history knows one sentence, one side of the couch should not 

allow others to sleep, and one more well-known idiom is called long-distance close-off. 

 

Liu Jie ’s closest enemy was the Cavalry Regiment. They blocked Liu Jie ’s southward journey. How could 

Liu Jie first hit Lu Yang, a place separated from him by the Cavalry Regiment? 

 

Steiger still didn’t respond, and frowned, “You want to alienate us?” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “I’m not talking nonsense with you anymore. I’ll send you a few photos. This is 

what my men did their best to get. Several people were injured for this.” 

 

He sent all the videos transmitted by Xue Yiming to Steiger through the mailbox. 

 

Steiger opened the mailbox suspiciously. When he opened the first video and saw the picture, his head 

hummed, and his whole body was shaking. 

 

This video was acquired by Xue Yiming, an elite spy of the regiment level, who transmitted the recorded 

video. 

 

In the video, there are preaching words from Liu Jie, dead grass, such as Yue Taishan and a group of 

chiefs, which basically means that today when they attacked the Cavalry Regiment, when the German 

and French players stepped down and prepared to rest, the African Legion nearly 300 The elites above 

level 140 will attack all the fortified German and French fortresses to the south, and the main players in 

Germany and France will be reduced to level 140 in World War I. 

 

For three consecutive days of fighting, the average level of the more than 3 million main forces of the 

Cavalry Regiment had fallen to level 145. If they were attacked by Liu Jie when they returned to the 

Chiefs fortress to rest, these 3 million tired main forces would be Liu Jay’s wanton killings are likely to 

cause more than half of the territory of the Cavalry Regiment to be lost in the First World War. 

 

Steiger asked Lu Yang in panic: “Is the video real or fake?” 

 



Lu Yang sneered and said, “I believe that you already have judgment and don’t need me to say more. 

Please ask for more blessings. I don’t have the extra ability to help you. My subordinates can’t let me 

help you. Today I tell you, you do n’t have to be grateful to me, I just want to end the battle at the Sky 

Sword Fortress as soon as possible. “ 

 

Steiger gritted his teeth, and for a long time said thank you for closing the interlocutor. Then, he 

initiated a special space invitation, called in Renault, Cadafi, and Tolomi, and released the video to the 

three. 

 

“What? Liu Jie still has 3 million main forces who have not participated in the battle?” Renault was 

frightened. 

 

Gadafi said in shock: “I just said that Liu Jie’s combat power should not be only these, and sure enough 

he still has a backhand.” 

 

Steiger said: “Fortunately, we did not do our best before. Each of them has millions of players 

upgrading. Everyone immediately mobilized them to participate in the battle. In addition, the sky sword 

fortress was not playing, and this was withdrawn.” 

 

Renault, Gadafi and Tolomi nodded quickly. 

 

On the walls of the Sky Sword Fortress, the muddy wine looked at the remaining 9 walls and the 3 

million players of the retreating Cavalry Regiment secretly relieved. 

 

“It’s finally here,” said Zhujiu. 

 

Xia Yuwei said unwillingly: “Unfortunately, we have no ability to attack Liu Jie, and we have such a deep 

conflict with the Cavalry Regiment of the Gods, it is considered Liu Jie cheap.” 

 

Zhuoju also felt a bit pity. He called Lu Yang and said, “The enemy has retreated. Will the main force be 

sent to support the tiger?” 

 



Lu Yang said: “Leaving 100,000 defenders, the rest are off the assembly line to prepare for tomorrow’s 

battle.” 

 

The voiced murmur responded, and after issuing the order, 1.2 million people at Tianjian Fortress 

immediately quit the game and rested. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress above. 

 

Lu Yang watched the seven strongest guild players 500 meters away from the fortress that had 

regrouped. He said using a big horn: “The war at the Sky Sword Fortress has ended. ?” 

 

Sanyouweimen, Olma and others were all online. They were astonished when they heard Lu Yang’s 

words. They quickly opened the video of Tianjian Fortress and found that the Cavalry Regiment and the 

African Legion really retreated. 

 

“Dammit, Liu Jie and Steig what they want to do.” Olma stared and took out the phone to contact the 

two of them. 

 

Steige first pressed the call button, and before Orma questioned, he roared first: “Damn Liu Jie has 

reserved 3 million main forces attacking the fortress behind me, and I ask you to carry me support.” 

 

Mitoemon and Olma were dumbfounded. 

 

“You said that Liu Jie was going to attack you?” Radvidev stunned. 

 

Steiger scolded: “His people are almost hitting the gate of my fortress, with 3 million main force and 

100,000 stone throwers, this bastard, I will never let him go.” 

 

“How could this be ?!” Stephen was all stupid. Who could have thought that Liu Jie had been fighting so 

hard for so long that he still had such a rich family and hidden so deep. 

 

“Huaxia people don’t have a good thing,” Galga scolded. 



 

“You let us think about what to do!” Sanyouweimen didn’t know what to do, let Steig wait for the 

meeting first, he issued an order, the players of the seven strongest guilds stopped attacking, and seven 

of them were just like that. Think about it. 

 

“Damn Liu Jie, I didn’t even answer my call.” Jerz cursed. 

 

“I didn’t pick up.” Sanyouweimen said sadly. 

 

“What now? Just a few of us, hit or not?” Olma asked. 

 

Everyone was silent, Liu Jie’s approach put them in the most embarrassing situation, and everyone was 

thinking about gains and losses. 

 

After thinking about it for more than 10 minutes, Sanyouweimen raised his head and said, “If you don’t 

express opinions, let me say a word.” 

 

Olma said: “We are your most thoughtful here, you say it.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “My opinion is to continue to fight. Even without the Steige, Liu Jie and Huaxia 

joint forces, the strength of our seven people is still crushing Luyang.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Sanyou Weimen went on to say: “Now there are only 5 walls left. Even if Lu Yang sends the main force 

to defend, our catapult can at least break the three walls in two days. The five walls are only three days, 

waiting for the fortress. The city walls broke and we only need two days to break into the tiger mouth 

fortress. Lu Yang will still fail and we are still winners. “ 

 

Olma thought about it and said, “It makes sense, I agree.” 

 



Stephen said: “As long as the fortress is broken, the confidence of the Jagged Brotherhood will be lost. 

They are not our opponents in terms of number or strength, and I agree.” 

 

“I agree.” 

 

… 

 

Six people agreed with Sanyou Weimen. 

 

“That being the case, we continue to attack tonight, attack day and night, with the ultimate goal of 

destroying their walls.” Sanyouweimen said. 

 

“I personally led the team to attack,” Stephen opened his wings and roared. “The army is ready to 

attack.” 

 

“Drink ~!” 

 

Millions of players roared at the same time, and their voices spread into the tiger’s mouth fortress. Lu 

Yang sighed helplessly and said, “I can’t see the coffin without tears.” 

 

Bitterly loved for half a life and said: “The seven of them are Wang Ba and Ba Li, and they are so heart-

warmed!” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Let’s not be polite, cooperate with them in a play, give them a chance, and 

gradually give up the four walls, leaving only the last one.” 

 

“Yes.” White Lion and Jiang Ze smiled. 

 

Lu Yang said, “One more thing, these few days you have tried to eliminate the spies in the guild. In the 

last battle, don’t let the spies mess up.” 

 



Lu Yang’s idea was to wait for the seven strongest guilds to reach the last fortress. When everyone felt 

that victory was in sight, they suddenly sent people from the blue island to attack the soft underbelly of 

the seven guild players from the flanks. The Seven Guilds destroyed all their remaining trebuchets, and 

then broke their offensive, but if the spies were mixed in, it would surely make this sneak attack return 

without success. 

 

As for how to identify a spy, the simplest set is to tell three people a false story, and see who among 

them has revealed the news, that person must be a spy. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “Leave it to us, to ensure that when you attack that day, none of your men are spies.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I believe you In this respect, Lu Yang does not have the skill of Jiang Ze. They 

just shouted and killed when they were chatting. Players from the seven strongest guilds came up. Now, 

this time Lu Yang does not need to defend against the fortress, but chooses to take the initiative to 

attack. 

 

Even if more than 2 million people are lost here, 5 million people can be replenished at any time 

tomorrow. His strength is almost enough. 

 

In the live channel, the host’s comments on this battle diverged. Some people believed that the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood held the fort, and some people believed that the Seven Guilds could win. 

 

The players also quarreled. For the next five days, the players watched the final match between Lu Yang 

and the Seven Guilds in excitement. 

 

The fifth morning. 

 

A game channel in the United States. 

 

Host Max shouted with both hands over his cheeks: “My God, it took five days for the three walls to be 

beaten down. The Jagged Brotherhood is too powerful.” 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1410 - Brigade 

  

Tiger mouth fortress outside. 

 

The presidents of the seven strongest guilds have gone mad, and took turns to attack day and night, but 

it took 5 days to lay 3 city walls. This is a shame to them. Fortunately, in an attack in the early morning, 

the tiger mouth fortress was exposed and flawed. They broke half the city wall. 

 

“Today we have no rest, we will attack together in the afternoon. Just today, I will tear down Lu Yang’s 

last city wall and break into their tiger mouth fortress.” Radevjev roared. 

 

Sanyouweimen was embarrassed on his face. It was a whole day longer than he expected. Although it 

seemed that there were not many days, they needed each guild to spend more than 100 million credit 

points every day. Even them, they felt too much. hurt. 

 

“Today must be a decisive battle, we can’t afford it.” Orma also showed a depressed expression on his 

face. 

 

Stephen said: “I agree with Radvidev’s point of view, the players of the night shift should not rest, and 

insist today, it is Sunday, we attack together, we can completely win Lu Yang.” 

 

Jerz said, “I’m fine.” 

 

Mitomonemon thought for a while and said, “We can also insist.” 

 

He originally wanted to remind everyone not to be too impulsive, so as not to give Lu Yang a chance, but 

he thought for a long time, and could not imagine where Lu Yang could attack them from. 

 



The Blood Wolf Legion has been killed by all members and returned to Tiger Mouth Fortress. These days 

they have also confirmed that 100,000 people are at Tiger Mouth, and all the resurrection points within 

5 hours of Tiger Mouth have checked. Now, there is absolutely no player in the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

If you want to send troops to the Sword Fortress, you must pass through the entire area of Steige and 

pass through a mountain range to reach the tiger mouth fortress. They have arranged a lot of spies 

there, only the south of the tiger mouth fortress. , There is the seaside, the only few resurrection points 

do not even upgrade players, the vast sea they explored for 2 hours, counting the 5 hours of the past, 7 

hours, did not find any A dockable island was used to build the fort. 

 

Sanyouweimen couldn’t think of how they needed to prepare for Lu Yang, as long as they attacked hard 

and did nothing else. 

 

“People, our bouldering vehicle has passed the five days, including the surviving and construction, and 

there are 40,000. I suggest that all of them be pushed to the front once every day to prepare for the 

decisive battle.” Sanyou Weimen said. 

 

Everyone agrees. 

 

“I’m the first one.” Radvidev turned and walked towards the battlefield. 

 

Above the Tiger Mouth Fortress, Lu Yang is waiting with 2 million players to stand up. At this time, he 

only has the last half of the wall, and the half will be smashed in less than three hours. At that time, only 

the last one will be left. It takes him all out to defend. 

 

“Guys, don’t drop the chain. If this fortress is broken, we’re finished.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The White Lion said: “I take 2 million defensive forts and you are responsible for attacking.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I can’t give you 160 elites. I can only rely on these 2 million people. Are you sure you want 

to defend?” 

 



The White Lion said: “Among you, I have the best knowledge of the seven strongest guilds. I have been 

fighting with them for several days. When they use whom, I know that I am confident that I can prevent 

them for more than 8 hours. . “ 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yang nodded and said, “Then you will defend, I will take the rest of the main force offensive, 

brother, this is left to you.” 

 

“Relax,” said the White Lion. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said to the bitter lovers around him, Zhou Tianming, Tian Yao, Jiang Ze and others, 

“Immediately lead their teams to the Blue Island.” 

 

“Yes.” The crowd dispersed immediately. 

 

Lu Yang opened the guild interface and chose to open Blue Island to the 3 million participating teams, 

and then he flew over. 

 

A flash of light flashed, and he appeared in the city’s main mansion. When he just jumped to the wall, a 

white light flashed through the city’s teleportation position. 

 

“The Tianyao Army has arrived.” Tianyao shouted loudly. 

 

Another white light flashed, and bitter love shouted for a long time: “Our army is here.” 

 

… 

 

In less than half an hour, the six vice-chairmen had taken 3 million people out of the fortress and came 

outside the city walls. 

 

The cute queen and others also brought 300,000 160-level elites to the battlefield. At this time, the 160-

level elites are all in their early 160s experience. Once they die, they cannot wear 160-level equipment. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the following 3.3 million people and said with satisfaction: “Brothers, I have no time 

to say anything to you today. The war is imminent. Our tiger fortress can only persist for up to 8 hours. If 

the fortress is broken You know exactly what will happen. I only tell you that for our common guild and 

our common home, I hope that everyone will fight hard to defeat the seven guilds. “ 

 

“Kill ~!” 300,000 and 160 elites shouted at the same time, fighting for more than two weeks in a row, 

these 300,000 people have a hint of the battlefield atmosphere. 

 

The same is true for 3 million players, followed by a shout. 

 

Lu Yang motioned to everyone to be quiet, saying: “All the chiefs of the regiment have been dispensed 

with enough acceleration scrolls. Now you are using the vice-chairman as a unit to swim across the sea 

at full speed. I lead the way in the front. Don’t be crooked. “ 

 

Why the spies of the seven strongest guilds couldn’t find this blue island, just because there was no 

island in the vast sea, they couldn’t tell the direction, and they were caught swimming by swimming. 

 

From the beginning of the land leaving the New World, the coordinates disappeared and the map could 

not be opened. This is an official special setting because there are many treasures in the open sea. 

 

As for air combat players, there is no way to fly for an hour in a row. Every hour, you must fall down and 

rest for half an hour, otherwise it will be exhausted, which makes the blue island hide so well. 

 

“Transformation of the Phoenix” 

 

Lu Yang became a phoenix flew to the sea first. He did not bring the air combat corps alone. The air 

combat above the tiger mouth was extremely fierce. 

 

Fortunately, his goal of this phoenix is still very big, and there is a map drawn by the player in his hand, 

allowing him to identify the direction. 

 

“Swim with me.” 

 



“Catch up, all go to sea.” 

 

… 

 

Six vice-chairmen urged loudly, and 3 million people rushed towards the beach. 

 

Those who love bitterly for half a life, Tianyao, Jiang Ze and Zhou Tianming are the fastest, even nearly 

twice as fast as Jiang Ze and Xia Yuwei’s team. 

 

“What’s the situation, rushing so fiercely?” The bitter love scratched his head for a long time. The 

general player legion around him swam faster than him and chased Lu Yang. 

 

Seeing this, Lu Yang immediately turned his head and flew towards the shore. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1411 - Chaos 7 Guilds 

  

Tiger mouth fortress outside. 

 

Stephen was the first to attack. He led millions of players right in front of the fortress. 500 meters 

behind Stephen, Samyoumon, Jerz, Radvidev, Roland, Tom, and Galga Lead millions of players to each 

other. 

 

Sanyouweimen commanded in the middle. He saw under the fortress in the telescope. Stephen’s people 

were almost dead. He shouted loudly: “Olma attack, replace Stephen.” 

 

Olma raised his weapon and yelled, “The warriors of Tangerus, follow me to attack and lay the tiger 

fortress.” 



 

“Woo la la la ~!” Millions of people rushed into the tiger’s mouth with Olma. 

 

The player killed by Stephen’s soldiers rushed towards the battlefield after being resurrected half an 

hour away from the necropolis. 

 

At this time, both sides of the tiger mouth fortress are doing their best. In order to block the enemy, the 

white lion orders the player to go out of the city to fight. They line up in front of the penultimate broken 

city wall. There is a curse mage and a slinger behind. Hit by a forbidden spell and a catapult. 

 

The players of the seven strongest guilds died quickly. A 10,000-person team couldn’t hold it for 3 

minutes and died. The players in front of the screen were yelling. 

 

Millions of Olma only played for an hour and died, but he succeeded, using several 150 level players to 

launch attacks and completely breaking the second fortress. 

 

There was no pity on Sanyouweimen’s face, and he shouted, “Nakamori Weimen, ready to attack.” 

 

Nakamori was the cousin of Mitoemon, and when he heard the order, he rushed into the tiger’s mouth 

with 1 million Japanese players. 

 

G7 joint live broadcast platform. 

 

The American host said with a sigh, “The tiger’s mouth is really worthy of the name. If you enter the 

mouth, you can’t get out.” 

 

The British host shrugged his shoulders and said, “Unfortunately, he has met the seven strongest guilds, 

and the tiger’s mouth will become the old cat’s mouth.” 

 

Everyone laughed, and the loyal fans of the seven strongest guilds in front of the screen were also 

inexplicably excited. 

 



“Offensive, offensive, enter the tiger’s mouth, destroy the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

“Win, and finally win.” 

 

“Haha, we are the strongest.” 

 

… 

 

The live room was screened by a barrage. 

 

The British host was talking eloquently, and suddenly his face showed an excited light, shouting: 

“Breaking an exciting news to you, Mr. Olma, the president of the Sudanese Tangerlus Guild, sent me a 

message. News, he is very grateful to the players for his love, and at the same time he solemnly stated 

to everyone that he will enter the tiger mouth fortress before tonight. In the future, the Huaxia area will 

officially become the joint area of the seven guilds. “ 

 

The fans of the seven major guilds in front of the screen exploded, clamoring wildly, and the seven 

major guild players on the battlefield, many people waiting for the battle were watching the live 

broadcast platform, and their faces also showed a victorious smile, like iron blood The Brotherhood will 

lose today. 

 

The White Lion is also watching the live broadcast. Through the live broadcast, he can see the battle 

situation outside the field, sneer and said: “Forbidden Curse Masters, the first centurion, come on.” 

 

Hei Yan directed 100 people to take a step forward, and at the same time read the spell. After 10 

seconds, the forbidden spell fell in a large area within 500 meters outside the city. At the same time, the 

enemy’s forbidden spell also fell. 

 

The battle before the last fortress was like the original battle for the resurrection point in the Wuliang 

Village. The curse mage on both sides kept falling like a rainstorm at a distance of 500 meters before and 

after the fortress. The players on both sides knew that it was dead and they were desperate. The 

offensive was to be able to occupy an inch of land. 

 



One million people in Radvedev had only been hit for an hour and the whole army was wiped out. Then 

they rushed up to the G8. They spent more than 40 minutes on waste, and then Roland … 

 

For a full 5 hours, more than 7 million players from the seven strongest guilds outside the fortress all 

died, and more than 3 million players on the defensive Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers were 

dead. I do n’t know how many times. 

 

Sanyouwei looked ugly at the last fortress in the depths of the tiger’s mouth. Obviously this was the 

weakest defensive fortress, but when the White Lion blocked it with a human wall, it didn’t kill a few 

walls in 5 hours. On the stone. 

 

“Asshole, we don’t have enough attack power. We must strengthen our attack again.” Sanyou Weimen 

was also anxious. 

 

Stephen frowned. “But we’ve done our best, can’t we win if we keep playing?” 

 

“The players of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood have stronger willpower, and our willpower is not 

enough,” said Santoemon. 

 

Olma said indifferently: “It is estimated that the fortress will be hit tonight, it’s okay.” 

 

Radvidev shook his head and said, “I agree with the view of Sanyouweimen and continue to fight like 

this. If it has not been hit at night, it will have a great impact on our morale and we really need to 

strengthen our offense.” 

 

“How can it be strengthened,” Gertz asked. 

 

“I recommend that you reconfigure your current occupations. We will form a coalition to deal with the 

enemy’s curse and shooter, and ensure that our special army can reach the city and engage with the 

enemy at close range,” said Santoemon. 

 



On the battlefield, the purification frequency and control skills of both sides are used more frequently 

than everyone thinks. At a distance of 500 meters, both sides have tried their best, but the iron brethren 

’s fortress has already exited the tiger ’s mouth, so The Jagged Brothers League quickly deploys players. 

 

The people of the seven strongest guilds were all crowded in a few kilometers of the Tiger Mouth 

Canyon. The staffing was laborious, and the occupational distribution of each guild was uneven. This was 

the key to Sanyouemon’s launch of this initiative. 

 

The guild leaders such as Radevjev and Jerz are all understandable, and one after another feels that they 

have chosen to agree. 

 

Gelgar said with a frown, “If we redeploy the combat effectiveness, our own team will be chaotic, and it 

is likely that hundreds of regiments will not have the command of a regiment or even a regiment 

commander.” 

 

Olma smiled sternly and said to Galga, “Careful, what if we mess up outside, all of you are behind your 

fortress, and there is no Iron Brotherhood.” 

 

Radvijev and others laughed. 

 

Sanyou Weimen said: “Our spies have cleared the map around them in two weeks, and Lu Yang has no 

way out.” 

 

Radvedev said mockingly, “You are scared of being beaten by Lu Yang, coward.” 

 

Gale was furious, but was pulled by Daniel, saying, “It’s because we are too careful, we listen to 

everyone’s opinions.” 

 

“What are you holding me for?” Galga asked Daniel in a message. 

 

Daniel replied: “People have to bow their heads under the eaves. You fight against them, be careful that 

they will destroy us.” 

 



Gale was so horrified that he realized that the few opposite parties were real alliances, and they were 

just outsiders. 

 

“I listen to everyone,” Gelgar said. 

 

Santoemon said: “Quickly gather the Paladin class, the **** warrior class and the Grand Druid class …” 

 

Outside the fortress, the seven guilds quickly formed a team, and the **** warriors and paladins in the 

guild went to the entrance of the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Hell warriors have shields in front, Bloodsea warriors in the middle, natural guards and town magic 

knights in the back, hidden melee classes and priests such as Skyfury knights, and archers and mages 

behind them. These are 500 people in a row, each When 100,000 people had assembled, they 

immediately entered the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

White Lion ’s most worrying is the enemy ’s attack mode. Once the strongest forces of the seven guilds 

are assembled, the inferior lineup on the Iron Brotherhood is difficult to have an advantage, but after so 

many days of fighting, White Lion has gained experience. He You can’t win, but you know how to hold 

the enemy longer. 

 

“The white wolf is ready,” the White Lion roared. 

 

“The 113th to 149th Legion, follow me to attack.” White Wolf raised the battle flag, and took the same 

defense team to actively affix with the enemy’s defense group. 

 

Both sides have the same career, the same skills, and the same style of play. They are also iron shell 

soldiers. They lack the ability to output and no one can move. 

 

The topography of the Tiger Mouth Fortress is narrow. At the time of stalemate on both sides, 600,000 

people have entered the canyon. The next few teams have also lined up and are preparing to go inside 

the Tiger Mouth. 

 



Jerz led the first attack team, found this situation, and quickly reported to the rear Sanyoumen and 

others. 

 

“Damn, the White Lion actually used a meat shield to make the city wall. What do they mean? Delay 

time? Does it make sense?” Stephen cursed. 

 

Sanyouweimen frowned and thought. In the past, they played against the White Lions. The idea of the 

White Lions was how to destroy their team, but this time turned out to be a delay, which made 

Sanyouweimen think that the White Lion’s approach has another profound meaning. 

 

“Is Lu Yang conspiring?” Daniel asked. 

 

Sanyouweimen glanced across the crowd and asked, “Can you know where Lu Yang is? I haven’t seen 

him on the wall for a long time.” 

 

Radvedev and Olma shook their heads. 

 

Mitoemon continued to ask, “Is there any news for your spies?” 

 

The crowd still shook their heads. 

 

Olma couldn’t hold it, and asked, “What can you say straight?” 

 

Sanyouweimen thought for a while and said, “The White Lion shouldn’t choose to delay time, but what 

is he waiting for? Is there any other play that Lu Yang arranged behind the city wall That’s why the 

White Lion was delayed. Is it time? “ 

 

Everyone knows where their spies have been screened by Lu Yang, and they are not even qualified to 

participate in this war. 

 

Radvijev couldn’t resist this situation, saying, “Don’t wait any longer, we should quickly gather Fire Mage 

and a large number of 150 elites.” 



 

Sanyouweimen thought about it again and said, “Well, then send the 150th-level elite and the fire mage 

into it.” 

 

Stephen said in surprise: “But we have entered 600,000 people, let them out.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen said, “Let them come out.” 

 

Stephen was speechless and said, “Do you know how hard this is?” 

 

There is no problem in organizing players to enter. All people move forward in the front row of the 

team. They are also the sharp knife players of each guild. They play the role of command, and those who 

stand behind are often confused and do not know what is going on. Following the rushing players, now 

turning around and letting these confused people lead, Stephen feels that Sanyouweimen is crazy. 

 

Chapter 1412 - Lu Yang is here 

  

Sanyouemon is not crazy, but anxious. This is his biggest shortcoming. Although he usually seems to 

have everything in his hands when he is doing everything, but the real thing is coming. When it is not as 

good as he wants, he is anxious. Already. 

 

Outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress, the seven strongest guild players started the longest transfer. A large 

number of players came out of the fortress, and a large number of players entered the fortress, but this 

process took more than an hour. , And the people who came out were left unattended, and stood idle 

100 meters away from the sides of the fortress entrance. 

 

At this time, from a high altitude, the original square-shaped lineup of the Seven Great Guilds has been 

chaotic, and the entire tiger mouth fortress is full of their people everywhere on the broad plain. 

 

The trebuchet followed after the shooter group entered, and now more than 10,000 trebuchets 

crowded into the entrance, and the other 30,000 stopped at the south side of the tiger mouth. 

 

In the live room. 



 

“It’s too messy, it’s too messy,” the American host sighed. 

 

The British host haha said with a laugh: “This is the strongest place of the Seven Great Guilds. They 

previously persuaded the blood wolf legion of Lu Yang to appear and wipe them out in one fell swoop. 

Now there is no Iron Brother Brothers outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress. Even if the formation is chaotic, 

they are not worried. “ 

 

“It is estimated that Lu Yang’s intestines are now regretful, let him bury the Blood Wolf Legion so early. 

If there is a team of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, our seven guilds must be chaotic.” Poland host Hops 

said. 

 

Everyone looked at Hops together and said to you, this crow’s mouth. 

 

“Haha, that’s impossible.” Russia’s president said. 

 

… 

 

Seven people chatted happily again. 

 

But while they were chatting, they didn’t know that on a hillside two hours away from the tiger mouth 

fortress, Lu Yang had already brought 3.3 million Iron Blood Brother Alliance players to the edge of the 

battlefield. 

 

At this time, Lu Yangzheng and Xia Yuwei, they watched the video on the joint live broadcast platform, 

listened to Hops’s words, and laughed. 

 

“I like him. I really want to hear him say a few more words.” 

 

The lovely queen said, “When we show up, I really want to see the expressions of the presidents of the 

seven guilds.” 

 



Lu Yang laughed and said, “I like to record for a while.” 

 

“Good idea,” said the lovely queen. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the players behind him. After running for so long, everyone’s heads were a little 

uncomfortable, and he ordered to take a 10-minute break, just in time. 

 

“Everyone stands up, ready to fight,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Three million people stood up at the same time, with excited expressions on their faces, and some even 

turned their eyes red. 

 

This is not to blame them for being excited. Whoever was pressed for 2 weeks and continued to fight for 

several days and nights, especially during the day and night at work, now sighed with last breath, 

thinking of revenge. 

 

Lu Yang said to the bitter lovers around him, Tianyao and others, “We will be divided into six roads in a 

while, and everyone will be scattered, rushing around them, we must wipe out in one fell swoop.” 

 

He brought six vice-chairmen out this time. Three million people were divided into six teams. Each vice-

chairman led 500,000 people. This is the number of people they led before. It was very easy for them. 

Hearing Lu Yang ’s Arranged, everyone nodded and answered. 

 

“Get off.” Lu Yang replaced the mount, held up his staff in his hand, and led everyone forward. 

 

His speed is not fast, but he is moving forward at a uniform speed, so that the players at the back can 

have time to adjust the pace, so that everyone can move forward uniformly. 

 

When he moved towards the battlefield here, on the main battlefield of the tiger mouth fortress, 

because of the several changes of the Sanyoumen gate and Radvidev, although it disrupted the rear, the 

front was quite impressive. 

 



The third batch of anti-war players rushed in, relying on a large number of trebuchets, fire thunder 

mages and level 150 elites to help all the players rushed outside led by the white wolf back to the tiger 

mouth fortress, and Jell I personally rushed to the fortress of the tiger’s mouth many times with my own 

hands, and both sides slammed together on the city wall. 

 

“Offensive, victory is in sight. The entire Huaxia region will be ours soon. The opportunity for the 

brothers to make a fortune is coming.” Jerz shouted. 

 

The white lion yelled with teeth, “Brothers, for the entire Huaxia region, for our Jagged Brotherhood. 

Once the enemy rushes in, our three years of hard work will be complete. Follow me and fight.” 

 

Players on both sides rushed together with red eyes, and the sling carts on both sides madly projected 

down the fortress and the top of the fortress projected a boulder of fire. The curse also fell on the wall 

and behind the wall again. The players around the world looked desperate Look. 

 

“horrible.” 

 

“I really hope the Brotherhood of Iron Blood can hold it.” 

 

“It looks like the wall will not be able to carry an hour of bombardment, and the gap will be exposed.” 

 

“Basically it can’t be kept. The Huaxia area is going to belong to foreigners.” 

 

… 

 

When the players were exclaimed, the anchors in the live broadcast rooms of various countries and the 

host of the TV station were yelling loudly with enthusiasm for commentary. It was too fierce on the 

battlefield. They even forgot Lu Yang. . 

 

Dubin was also one of the passionate commentators, but after violently talking for a while, he suddenly 

said, “Strange, Luyang people? Why can’t I see him now?” 

 



The guest said, “Perhaps you are preparing the back line.” 

 

There was a bang in the screen. The position next to the gate of the last city wall of the tiger mouth was 

blasted by a stone thrower, a huge gap, with a diameter of 3 meters. The White Lion had to ask the 

White Tiger to take the person to stand up. 

 

Du Bin sighed and said, “It looks like Lu Yang is really going to lose, but he should be on the front line at 

this time.” 

 

Huaxia players are curious, even Liu Jie and Steige, who fought outside the Tianjian Fortress, are also 

curious where Lu Yang went. 

 

Unfortunately, no one knows that the battlefield is still going on. For another half an hour, another roar 

was heard, and the gap was beaten again with a depth of 3 meters. As long as it was broken twice, the 

warrior profession can use jumping skills from The gap jumped into the last wall of the tiger fortress. 

 

Although a small part of it doesn’t work, the significance is extraordinary. Once this happens, the morale 

of the Brotherhood of Iron Man will easily collapse. 

 

“Boss, where have you been?” The White Lion quickly called Lu Yang to ask. 

 

Lu Yang stood in the dense forest half an hour away from the tiger mouth fortress, looking at his nearest 

enemy only 3 meters away, and said with a smile: “Be ready, I’m going to get on.” 

 

Chapter 1413 - Rage from the Jagged Brotherhood 

  

The White Lion was excited and said, “My side immediately counterattacked.” 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone. At this time, the player 3 meters away from him had already responded to 

someone behind him. He quickly looked back and saw Lu Yang and countless Iron Blood Brothers 

players. 

 



“Lu, Lu Yang?” The rogue player’s eyes widened in horror. The next second, his head burst into a spark. 

 

Instant seconds! 

 

Lu Yang’s super-high magic wound made everyone excited. He raised his staff high and watched the 

chaotic enemies outside the tiger mouth fortified. , Jagged Brotherhood. “ 

 

“Kill!” Bitter love roared for a long time. 

 

“Kill!” Zhou Tianming roared. 

 

“Kill!” Tian Yao roared. 

 

“Kill!” Xia Yuwei growled. 

 

“Kill!” Jiang Ze growled. 

 

“Kill!” The old man roared. 

 

“Kill!” The cute queen shouted. 

 

“Kill!” 3.3 million players yelled and drew their weapons and rode forwards on horseback. They lined up 

50,000 people in a total of 60 rows and surrounded them in an umbrella shape towards the scattered 

formations of the Seven Great Guilds. 

 

“Accelerate the scroll!” Lu Yang took the lead in crushing the acceleration scroll, followed by the vice 

chairman and the legionnaires of each legion, crushing the acceleration scroll, and everyone’s 

movement speed doubled again. 

 

Seemingly half an hour’s journey, in this case, it only takes 3 minutes to reach the periphery of the 

battlefield. 



 

“Not good, it’s the Iron Brotherhood.” A player noticed the situation here, and pointed his hand in the 

forest in horror. 

 

Sanyouweimen and Olma and others are holding binoculars and staring at the tiger mouth fortress. They 

heard the horror of horrors screaming in the distance. They frowned and looked to the south, but they 

did n’t look good. This look, including Sanyou Everyone, including the guard, widened his eyes in horror. 

 

From a distance, the forest seems to be a huge teleportation array. Players of the Iron Brotherhood 

swarm from the forest on the mountain side of the tiger mouth fortress to the other side of the forest. 

They rush out at the first sight. It can be seen that the number of Jagged Brothers League is no less than 

2 million, otherwise it would not pull such a long front. 

 

“Lu, Lu Yang? How could he appear on our flanks?” Sanyouweimen said in astonishment. 

 

“How is this possible? How could Lu Yang appear there and still carry so many people?” Stephen froze. 

 

“How do you fight this? How do you fight this?” Radvidev would not play. 

 

… 

 

The presidents of the seven guilds were panicked. Don’t say Olma at this time, even the three friends of 

the think tank did not respond, but shouted subconsciously: “Quick defense, everyone goes flanking 

defense.” 

 

Radvedev and Stephen were also shouting, but the players seemed to not hear them, and not many 

people acted, and if there were, they were a very small part. 

 

Why is this happening? It’s because Mitomonemon and Radvidev have transferred players at the 

commander and legion level to form a special team and rushed into the tiger fortress. At this time, they 

were either on the front line or in the big fortress. The cemetery and the way, or the whole team 

outside the tiger mouth, is not in their original legion. 

 



For the original legions, the players of the Seven Great Guilds could not find themselves. After a round 

of high-intensity attack, after they did not need them as the main force, they had stood loosely outside 

the tiger mouth fortress, not many. The person also remained in the position set by the original 

regiment commander. 

 

When 3 million people on Lu Yang launched the charge, they could n’t find the team. The forward 

charge alone was the same as sending death. The clever ones did n’t move, and the unsmart ones were 

scared and stupid, because, Even a fool understands that if he loses, Lu Yang takes so many people to 

attack from the forest on the side. They have no ability to fight back. 

 

“Brothers, get up and block the Jagged Brotherhood.” Some army commanders and commanders did 

not join the offensive team, and under the order of Sanyouweimen and others, they immediately 

organized an attack. 

 

In the three minutes that Lu Yang rushed over, the seven largest guilds even organized hundreds of 

thousands of people and launched a counter-charge towards the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. 

 

“It’s really looking for death.” Lu Yang rushed to the front, he raised his staff and shouted, “The archer 

team prepares, the group scatters arrows, prepare, let go!” 

 

Standing in the first row behind Lu Yang were not soldiers and paladins, but archers. Hundreds of 

thousands of archers simultaneously raised the bows and arrows in their hands and shot at the sky. 

 

“Woo ~~!” 

 

Hashing arrows 20 at a time, hundreds of thousands of people shooting nearly ten million arrows at the 

same time, the sound of breaking air is no longer the sound of a single metal piercing the air, but an 

extremely huge wall that hits the air at a very high speed the sound of. 

 

“293849” 

 

“239404” 

 



… 

 

The hundreds of thousands of attackers of the seven strongest guilds only felt that a wall above their 

heads had fallen down, and then all the people in the front row within 30 meters wide died. 

 

Then, the shooter stood on the spot and fired continuously. The rest of the players crossed Lu Yang and 

continued to attack. When the enemy approached the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood, hundreds of 

thousands were left. 

 

Lu Yang watched the enemies approaching him with a sneer. These tens of thousands of people were 

just like the mantis arm as a car. The 3 million people behind him were in a lineup, that is, they were in a 

lineup. 

 

From small groups of 20 people to medium-sized groups of 100 people to large-scale groups of 1,000 

people, combined can increase damage by up to 40%. 

 

Although when the strength of the two sides is equal, the formation method will be broken as soon as 

possible. However, the tens of thousands of people who rushed across from the opposite side were a 

group of disabled soldiers. They did not even have the formation method. 

 

“Yanyang mask” 

 

“Blazing Flames” 

 

Lu Yang chanted the words one after another, pointing his right hand forward. 

 

“嗖” 

 

A fiery flame figure flew forward from Lu Yang’s body at high speed. The flame figure held the same staff 

as Lu Yang pointing forward. 

 



Blazing Naruto flew forward more than 100 meters centered on Naruto, all players rushing along the 

two sides were hit by Naruto. 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

… 

 

Almost instantly, all players who were hit by Naruto died. Ordinary 140-level players can’t afford the 

damage of a normal spell attack of Lu Yang, not to mention the skill that Lu Yang releases is the slash 

and the sun mask . 

 

Players standing next to Lu Yang saw that Lu Yang hit a avenue with one move, and rushed forward with 

high morale. 

 

In the distance, Sanyouweimen only felt that after a few seconds, the last tens of thousands of people 

died. At this time, the center of Sanyouweimen and others was exposed to the 3 million people in 

Luyang. before. 

 

This central area includes more than 40,000 trebuchets, players responsible for providing supplies, 

curses forbidden wizards, and scattered ordinary players. 

 

“It’s over!” Sanyouweimen said in despair. 

 

Chapter 1414 - 7 guild players who flee wildly 

  

Olma looked at Sanyou Weimen in surprise and shouted, “Come and think of a way.” 

 

Radvijev and Stephen also watched Sanyouweimen. For more than two weeks of continuous battles, 

Sanyouweimen had many advantages on the spot, so that several of them saw Sanyouweimen as The 



first think-tank of this war, but now Sanyouweimen has conceded, making them completely 

unacceptable. 

 

“Damn, think of a way,” Radevidev yelled. 

 

Sanyouweimen said nothing, but looked at the battlefield in a daze. 

 

At the core of the battlefield, Lu Yang has rushed in with the members of the Iron Brotherhood. The first 

wave of attacks, 40,000 stone throwers! 

 

In the second wave of attacks, all the mage of the coalition’s curse mage regiment died! 

 

In the third wave of attacks, most of the seven million people were broken up. 

 

In the fourth wave of attacks, the 2 million players in the Tiger Mouth Fortress were blocked by both 

ends, and most of the treatments were killed. They were trapped inside the canyon. 

 

At the third wave of attack, the coalition forces of the seven guilds collapsed, including Sanyoumonmon 

and Radevijev, who fled. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the direction where Radvijeff and others were, and said to bitter love for half his life, 

“You take someone to guard the exit of the tiger mouth, and the rest chase me.” 

 

“Yes.” After a while of bitter love, he found out that among his 500,000 players, his team had rushed to 

the front. 

 

A head of the regimental chasing Radvidev and yelling with a Sichuan accent: “Dog, you stand by Lao 

Tzu, I will kill you today.” 

 

Lu Yang was amused and said, “What’s the situation, who is this?” 

 



Suffering for half a life, he scratched his head and said, “It seems to be Chen Qiang. I haven’t seen him 

so fierce before. I don’t know how to smash the ground. He has fought fiercely in the last two battles. 

The people in my group are almost like him . “ 

 

Lu Yang looked carefully and said, “Your 500,000 people have basically rushed to the front. It is not 

realistic to call them back. Jiang Ze, you go to defend.” 

 

“Okay.” Jiang Ze responded and took the man back. 

 

Lu Yang shouted loudly with a loudspeaker: “The rest continue to chase after me, and today I want to 

completely scavenge the garbage of the Seven Guilds, Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

“Kill ~!” Chen Qiang rushed to the front. He shouted the most fiercely, as did the dozens of legionnaires 

on either side of him. 

 

“Atonement.” 

 

“Atonement.” 

 

… 

 

No one knows what they mean by this, except themselves. 

 

Radvedev was extremely depressed at this time. Since he became the president of the Double-Headed 

Eagle Guild, no one has chased him like this. 

 

Because they need to gather the players, they all break up. If they do n’t gather while running, they will 

really be chased back to the Tongtian Fortress by Lu Yang at a stretch, but now everyone knows that a 

single fortress can’t defend hundreds. Ten thousand people. 

 

Dozens of forbidden spells were thrown in together, all the non-defense occupations in the fortress that 

were not in the Tibetan barracks had to die, so Sanyoumen and Radvijev on the escape road were 



ordering death in the nearby necropolis Immediately after the resurrection, people retreated to the 

location behind them an hour away, and they were there to block the millions of people in Lu Yang. 

 

Among the major live broadcast platforms and TV channels, when Lu Yang rushed out of the forest with 

3 million people, all the fans of the seven major guilds were exclaimed at the same time, while the iron 

brotherhood and neutral fans were flushed with excitement. . 

 

Dubin laughed excitedly and said, “Wow, wow, that’s awesome. This move is too powerful. Lu Yang 

actually appeared on the side of the coalition with 3 million people when the fortress was about to be 

broken. incredible.” 

 

The guest also said excitedly: “Although the coalition formation is the most chaotic, haha, this trick is 

too deadly.” 

 

Dubin was as comfortable as drinking ice water in the summer, saying, “I have always believed in Lu 

Yang, but this time I have a little doubt that Lu Yang will not be able to carry it, but who would have 

thought that he still had such a trick, and I don’t know how he did it. “ 

 

The guest opened the game map, put it on the screen, pointed to the forest on the south side and said, 

“They came out of the forest, or there are so many people. First of all, the transmission of the time and 

space mage was excluded, and the seven strongest guilds attacked for 2 weeks. For a long time, I 

searched all the places from the south side to the seaside, and they also went to the sea and searched 

for more than an hour with the air combat profession, but still couldn’t find any place to stay. “ 

 

Dubin stared at the beach and said, “I suspect that Lu Yang passed by the sea. It should be a fortress 

built on an island in the depths of the sea beyond the search range of the enemy for more than 2 

hours.” 

 

The guest said, “It’s impossible. If this is the case, it will take 2 hours for the Jagged Brothers to swim 

here. You know, swimming in the water and running on the land are two concepts. It requires four real 

strengths. Very Exhausting. “ 

 

Hitomi interjected, “The last thing the Jagged Brothers League lacks is toughness.” 

 



Dubin nodded and said, “Yes, of all the gamers in the world, the quality of our Huaxia players, especially 

those of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, is much higher than that of players in other countries.” 

 

At this time, Dubin’s mailbox rang, and he opened it curiously, his excited face glowed, and sighed, 

“Confirmed, the director personally called Tu Feng and learned from him How did Lu Yang come out 

with 3 million people. “ 

 

“How come out?” The guest and Tongtong asked nervously at the same time. 

 

Du Bin sighed and said, “It’s amazing. It’s really from the sea. There is a blue island 2 hours away from 

the coastline of the New World. Lu Yang built a fortress there. From that island, I took 3 million people 

to swim for more than 2 hours, traveled at full speed for more than 2 hours, and did not rest after 

arriving at the battlefield. I adjusted the formation and immediately went into battle. Before the Tiger 

Fortress was breached, the coalition would be defeated. “ 

 

“Pretty.” The guest said excitedly. 

 

The players watching in front of the screen are all crazy, and countless people are celebrating with 

excitement. 

 

“Haha, it is indeed the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood, it is indeed my idol.” 

 

“Her brotherhood, come on, kill them.” 

 

… 

 

On the battlefield, Lu Yang could not hear the call of the players, but he could hear the sound of Chen 

Qiang’s army on the battlefield in front of him. 

 

He has been chasing the coalition for an hour, and at this time the coalition has reassembled more than 

5 million players on the vast plains. Although the formation is still a bit chaotic, the first Radevije in front 

to block it. The husband’s team has already formed the formation. 

 



Chapter 1415 - Like a funeral dog 

  

“Come with me and kill the Iron Brotherhood.” Radvedev snarled first, taking the player towards the 

nearest Chen Qiang Army. 

 

“Kill ~!” Nearly a million players who belonged to Radvedev started a charge with him. 

 

“Lu Yang only has 3 million people, we have 5 million, and they are overthrown,” Stephen shouted. 

 

“Kill!” Hundreds of thousands of players who belonged to Stephen launched a charge with him. 

 

“Kill.” Hundreds of thousands of players under the Sanyouweimen charged. 

 

“Assault.” Hundreds of thousands of players under Jelts charged. 

 

“Kill.” Hundreds of thousands of players under Galga charged. 

 

… 

 

The seven strongest guilds countered collectively, and a large swath of black on the plains rushed 

towards the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

At this point, Lu Yang’s formation was chaotic. Players seldom formed battles because they were chasing 

too fast, and the timing of the enemy’s election was also accurate. However, the time of the Seven 

Guilds to gather these 5 million people was too little. It’s too hasty, it’s a group of generals and soldiers 

who have just lost the battle, there is no formation, let alone the lineup. 

 

After all, it only takes 1 hour. It ’s good to be able to gather people together. How can I have time to 

form a team? The main thing is that more than 1 million and 150 elites and 1 million main defense and 

riding are still in the tiger’s mouth. The fort is blocked. 

 



Jiang Ze and the White Lion did n’t kill them, they just consumed them. The enemies could n’t come out, 

they could n’t escape, and they were interrupted by the magic that fell from the sky. People are 

garbage. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and shouted, “Brothers, the whole army attacked. As I completely broke them down, 

Jagged Brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill!” 3 million people smashed into 5 million people, and Lu Yang’s most elite 300,000 level 160 players 

rushed into the team under the command of Olma, only a moment to put Austria Irma’s team collapsed. 

 

“Dammit, stay away from me.” Olma was fleeing around with loyalty, but eventually failed to escape, 

and was killed and bitten on the ground by a frenzied rage. 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction. He looked to the other side of the battlefield. He just wanted to 

command the arrogance and take 100,000 people to help Chen Qiang’s position. But he was surprised to 

see that Chen Qiang and 4 other people turned out to fight one by five. Back off Radevijef. 

 

“Damn bastard, give me death.” Radevidev roared again and again. He was well-equipped. Although he 

did not have the heart of God of War, he had a lot of special equipment and accessories with skill levels 

+5 and +6. With Radevjev’s strength, playing 20 of them is okay, but at the moment, he is blocked by 

three unknown people. 

 

Chen Qiang had the same life, avoiding the big sword that Radevjeev swept across, and rushed back in 

front of Radevjeev in an instant. The sword in his hand was chopped towards his head. . 

 

Radeviev was defensively high, not afraid of this attack, he was chopped with a slash on his head, and 

returned with a diagonal slash. Just before the blade was about to stab Chen Qiang, a paladin beside 

him fiercely opened invincible. Hit the blade, the hammer hit Radevjeev’s head in his hand. 

 

“Blessed Hammer” 

 

Radvedev’s physical attack is reduced by 12%. 

 



The spell behind the sorcerer chanted. 

 

“Corrosive Armor” 

 

“Frightened fear” 

 

Radevjev reduced armor by 50,000 points. 

 

Another archer fired a bow and arrow. 

 

“Armor Sundering” 

 

“Burst of the Wind” 

 

Radvidev lowered his armor by 50,000 points and suffered 8 times critical strike. 

 

Chen Qiang took this opportunity to step closer, changing his two-handed sword into a one-handed 

dagger, the other hand put on a small round shield, and slammed his left foot on the ground. 

 

“Thunder Shock” 

 

Radvedev’s movement speed is reduced by 55%. At this time, he has used all the available control skills 

and can only roar again and again. 

 

“Fuck me away.” Radevjeev furiously, launched the Whirlwind skill, spinning madly in place. 

 

Chen Qiang and others dispersed quickly. Taking advantage of this opportunity, Radvedev’s men finally 

broke through Chen Qiang’s men and formed a shield array. They rushed in to support them. 

 

Radvijef laughed and said, “It’s great, follow me and kill the mess.” 



 

Chen Qiang’s eyes suddenly turned red, and he roared, “There is no war, brothers, follow me for the 

atonement and kill them.” 

 

“Kill!” The players around were mad and swarmed up and rushed to Radvidev and dozens of Russian 

players around him. 

 

The two sides ran into each other quickly, and Chen Qiang personally stood in front of Radvijev. The 

furious Radvijev cut his sword with Chen Qiang again and again, but Chen Qiang ’s strength seemed to 

have improved several levels in an instant. Entering the level of the top 100 players in the world, the 

little shield in his hand has blocked Radevjev’s offense every time, and the dagger keeps stabbing like 

Radeviev’s melting armor . 

 

Lu Yang originally wanted to order the Forbidden Spell Masters to use firepower, but he was surprised 

when he saw this scene and said, “This Chen Qiang is not bad.” 

 

He loved for a long time and said, “I didn’t really find out he had this ability before. He usually ranks in 

the middle of the game when he competes. To know that he has this technique, I chose him to enter the 

game city early.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Order the Forbidden Curse Master to be ready.” 

 

“Yes.” Suffering half-life gave an order immediately. 

 

On the battlefield. 

 

“Kill ~!” Chen Qiang stabbed Radvedev again. 

 

“Get away from me.” Radevjev fell into rage. After using the same control skill for the same player three 

times in a row, it became invalid. At this time, Radevjev had tasted all the control skills. He is out of 

control. 

 

“Dead.” Radvidev kicked the Paladin, kicking his hands with a sword fiercely towards Chen Qiang. 



 

Chen Qiang’s health is not much at this time. The priest players on both sides are the first end point on 

the battlefield and both are dead. Chen Qiang’s health is still only one-tenth. Hitting the sword will 

undoubtedly die, even if there is a shield to block it. 

 

Just when everyone thought that Chen Qiang was going to die, suddenly, Qiang Qian put the shield into 

his backpack, just holding a dagger, and suddenly a forward charge, his body hit Radev Jeff, and his body 

was short. The dagger flicked upwards. 

 

System prompt: You killed Radvidev 

 

Hundreds of players around were all stunned. In their unbelievable eyes, Radeviev fell to the ground 

with his eyes empty, and Chen Qiang held up Radevev’s explosive weapon. 

 

“Radevjeev was killed by me.” Chen Qiang shouted. 

 

Radevjev’s players were frightened, and Chen Qiang’s morale was high. 

 

Chen Qiang pointed his right sword forward and shouted, “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

“Atonement!” 

 

… 

 

More than 100,000 people shouted in unison, under the leadership of Chen Qiang and more than a 

dozen legionnaires around him, they continued to launch onslaughts. Radevdev’s boss died. 

 

On the battlefield, the 160-level elites such as the Blood Wolf and the Tauren defeated Orma, and Chen 

Qiang also smashed Radvidev. Two of the seven strongest guilds were destroyed, and the remaining 

three friends Men and Stephen were also lost. 



 

“Forbidden spell masters, cover attack.” Lu Yang commanded loudly. 

 

One third of the 50,000 forbidden mages that followed Lu Yang were able to release the forbidden spell, 

and the words were chanted in their mouths. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

“Icy Roar” 

 

“Space-Time Cutting” 

 

… 

 

After 10 seconds, countless forbidden spells were placed on top of the seven strongest guild players. 

 

“I can’t win, run.” I don’t know who shouted first. This time, even the presidents of the seven major 

guilds couldn’t control it. The whole collapsed. Millions of them ran in the direction of the fortress 

fortress, a bit smart. Took out the teleportation scroll to find a chance to fly to Tianyu Shencheng. 

 

Lu Yang saw this and yelled, “Shoot, don’t even try to run one. If you don’t kill him 10 times, I can’t 

resolve my hatred.” 

 

Xia Yuwei and Zhou Tianming and all other Jagged Brothers players will not let this group of people run 

away like this, and chase them crazy. 

 

Lu Yang called out to Ayala, Spain, and said, “Are there any timebreakers in place?” 

 

Ayala smiled and said, “All in place.” 

 



“Releasing the disorder in time and space gave me a chance to escape.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Ayala thought about it and asked, “Will that make them Jedi fight back.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The players of the Seven Guilds have n’t beaten the fortress for more than 2 

weeks. We are defeated when we are about to beat them. Now their morale has completely collapsed. 

Look at them. Only for running, I dare not resist. “ 

 

Ayala shrugged on the phone and said, “Okay, I’m ordering.” 

 

A total of 18 time-space breakers, 17 people chanted a spell for a time, one and a half hours away from 

the tiger mouth fortress all the way up to the 17 necropolis in front of the Tongtian Fortress thunder and 

lightning. 

 

System prompt: Teleport Scroll is not available in this area 

 

“Damn, run out of the necropolis and use the city roll.” Some players shouted in a necropolis. 

 

Tens of thousands of people ran out together, but as soon as they ran outside, they were blocked by the 

chasing Iron Brother Brothers players. Except for a small amount of luck, the rest were blocked inside 

and killed continuously. 

 

At this time, the players of the Seven Guilds, like drowning people in turbulent rivers, threw their heads 

in this necropolis, and then died the next necropolis. The speed of death forced Lu Yang to send a space-

time elven mage with a curse mage. The regiment went to the various cemeteries to intercept the 

fleeing enemies. 

 

Sanyouemon died in the necropolis for the seventh time, watching the forbidden spell falling in the sky 

and the sound of the Blood Wolf Legion from the distance. He gritted his teeth and shouted, “Don’t use 

the back to the city roll, run to the fortress fortress. ! “ 

 

Stephen and Radvedev also responded to Lu Yang’s intentions to kill them. As a last resort, they also 

ordered their players to run towards the Fortress of Heaven, and the Seven Guilds were like dogs. 



 

Chapter 1416 - Lu Yang wins the victory 

  

3 hours. 

 

For a full 3 hours, Mitomonemon, Radvidev and others led the seven guild players to tragically escape to 

the Fortress of Heaven. 

 

“Fast delivery,” shouted Olma immediately after she was resurrected in the Sky Fortress. 

 

A player around him looked at him angrily and said, “I can leave early. This time, the spell was released 

by the time and space breaker, and it can’t be teleported.” 

 

Orma was frustrated and picked up the phone to inquire about the location of Sanyouweimen and 

others. After learning that they had reached the East City Wall, he also ran up. 

 

“What are we going to do now? Should we just run and stay here?” Orma asked with panic, eyes wide. 

 

Sanyou Weimen looked at him and asked angrily, “Did you just give up? Isn’t it counterattack?” 

 

Olma was snoring, and suddenly responded, saying, “Yeah, we shouldn’t run, we should counterattack.” 

 

Stephen frowned and asked, “But the problem is that we do n’t have a supply of equipment and the 

teleportation array is broken. Those players holding the supply cannot fly over. The place where they 

enter the Celestial City is outside the Tiger Mouth Fortress, where all people There is no way. If we 

teleport from other fortresses, Lu Yang’s blood wolf army has arrived. Once we are found by the blood 

wolf, our loss will be great. “ 

 

Jerz scratched his head and said, “There is still a problem. We do n’t have a catapult. If we want to 

attack the fortress, it will take a long time and the morale of the players is very low.” 

 



Sanyou Weimen and others looked at each other with despair and helplessness on their faces. This raid 

by Lu Yang gave them the heaviest blow. The war materials were severely damaged and their morale 

collapsed. In contrast, the morale of the Iron Brotherhood It was mentioned. 

 

“There is one more thing,” Radvedev said angrily, “Now we can build a city wall again every day that we 

are delayed, and our money consumption is getting more and more. This is a problem.” 

 

Sanyou Weimen asked, “What should we do? Don’t you fight?” 

 

Gherga panicked and said quickly: “Can’t help but fight. If you don’t fight this time, Lu Yangke will 

become more and more powerful. Everyone will be afraid that he won’t be able to fight him.” 

 

Radvedev snorted and said, “I think that’s secondary. You are afraid we’ll leave Lu Yang to clean up you.” 

 

Gelgar’s eyes flickered and he said, “It’s for this reason, but I’m finished, isn’t it the next one? Isn’t it 

good for you if I fall?” 

 

Olma said: “But we have helped you regain a lot of fortresses this time, these are in your hands, but it 

has nothing to do with us, we are working for free.” 

 

Gherga hesitated and said, “More than 20 fortresses from the fortress to Lalbagh, you choose, if you 

want, I will give you all.” 

 

Olma and Radvedev showed sneer expressions, no one is stupid, who can do this fortress, and whoever 

wants to face Lu Yang first. 

 

“No, you can keep it for yourself,” Olma said. 

 

Galga looked at the others, and no one asked, and said angrily: “Nobody wants them, they are all 

chicken ribs, there are no players near these forts, there are only a few maps between level 170 and 

200, and I account for Now, we must be prepared for Lu Yang to hit me at any time. I will not take it. It 

means that we hit it in vain. Lu Yang returned to the Lalbag fortress and held a confrontation with me. “ 

 



Roland was a good man and persuaded: “Don’t be noisy, let’s discuss the current problem, how to deal 

with the current situation, after all, in some countries, it is already late at night or early in the morning, 

and players are going offline.” 

 

Gherga and Radvidev sighed again. 

 

“It’s really hot, never before.” Olma scolded. 

 

Sanyouweimen thought for a long time, and finally sighed and said, “Let’s retreat, this time it’s fine, let’s 

not fight.” 

 

Seven guilds, players from dozens of countries, the attack is okay, they can hide in Tianyu Shencheng to 

rest and go back to the tiger mouth fortress at any time to participate in the battle. But when they 

defend, who knows whether the fortress fortress can defend? Live, once they are defeated by Lu Yang, 

these people have no way to enter the new continent. 

 

“Forget it, retreat.” 

 

“I agree.” 

 

“Well, let’s go.” 

 

… 

 

Six of the seven people agreed, and only Galga was left. Suddenly, Galga was dumbfounded, but where 

could the seven manage him at this time, and they called their respective players to run outside. 

 

Fortunately, the presidents of the seven guilds are not stupid, ordering players to gather outside the 

city. If they gather in the city, they will not even have a chance to run. 

 



They were lucky, and they were resurrected from the last necropolis to the Fortress of Heaven. During 

this period, there was a half-hour journey. When Lu Yang chased over, he could only see the back of the 

Seven Great Guilds, but he did not stop. , Continue to order chase. 

 

From Tongtian Fortress to the Qingling Plain, and then hunted to Heaven Soul Fortress and Golden Rose 

Fortress, and then to Lalbagh Fortress, they have been hunting for 15 hours, because they caught up 

with the weekend, the Iron Brothers No one of the players in the league went offline, so they kept 

chasing it, completely returned the six strongest guilds in the central region, and returned the G8 Guild 

of Gherga to the pink fortress that was 8 hours away. This is the end of the battle. 

 

Lalbagh Fortress City Head. 

 

Lu Yang gasped, his head hurt at this time, and watching Sanyou Weimen and others who had run away 

from the city, he finally breathed a sigh of relief, sat on the ground with a sigh of relief, and said, 

“Finally, Win. “ 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhou Tianming, and others were all finally relieved expressions. No one shouted victory. This 

battle was equal to nearly half of the Iron Blood Brothers players did not close their eyes for two days 

and one night, and everyone was exhausted. . 

 

“Finally, I won.” Zhou Tianming leaned against the wall pile, relieved comfortably. 

 

“Tell the following brothers, and last for half an hour, and then all return to Tianyu Shencheng to rest off 

the assembly line.” Lu Yang sighed and said to the bitter love half-life said: “Call Chen Qiang up, I want to 

see him.” 

 

“Okay.” Bitter love went on for half a lifetime. 

 

Soon, the free shouts of millions of players below lay down without any image. Although it is in the 

game, lying down can also relieve the brain stimulation. 

 

“Pedals” 

 



The sound of a trot rang at the entrance of the staircase, bitterly loved and brought Chen Qiang back to 

Lu Yang quickly. He put Chen Qiang on his shoulder and said, “This is the boss.” 

 

“Boss is good.” Chen Qiang looked at Lu Yang with a restrained look. 

 

At this moment Lu Yang was sitting against the wall of the tower on the gate, and smiled and said, “Sit 

down and talk.” 

 

Chen Qiang sat opposite Opposite Lu Yang with a bitter love Lu Yang took a closer look at Chen Qiang 

and found that he is indeed an ordinary player. The equipment on his body is proof. A slightly more 

sophisticated player. The equipment is definitely more than that, he asked curiously: “It’s beautiful, with 

more than a hundred thousand people, the main force of Radevjeev was defeated.” 

 

Chen Qiang hoped to land, and scratched his head, embarrassed and said, “Boss, in fact, we are 

redeeming our sins. It’s nothing bad.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “You didn’t make any mistakes.” 

 

Chen Qiang shook his head and said, “I’m sorry for the boss. I used to take the lead in disapproving you 

and not bringing 300,000 elites to fight with the Huaxia Coalition. I also urged everyone to keep them 

from participating in the war, forcing you to take the team. 

 

It was later discovered that we were wrong, but you did not hold us accountable. Some of our brothers 

were unhappy, so first of all, I would like to thank the boss for the disregard of the former. “ 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, and then he understood why Chen Qiang was crying for atonement, 

which turned out to be the case. 

 

Chapter 1417 - Post-war adjustment 

  

He smiled and said, “I didn’t care about that, you went to your heart.” 

 



The bitter lovers and Zhou Tianming and others looked at Chen Qiang in shock, and then looked at Lu 

Yang. The shock in their hearts made their admiration for Lu Yang even higher. 

 

At that time, half-life lovers, Zhou Tianming, and others at the end of the battle were angry and asked 

for a thorough investigation of who was the leader. To be able to lead the player to make troubles, he 

must be a player at the rank of the legion, and must have high prestige. You can check it out. 

 

With the strength of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood at the time, the replacement of several 

legionnaires will not have any problems in the overall battle situation, and there will be no mutiny of the 

player. However, Lu Yang was so forgetting. You know, the battle at that time was 300,000. The elite 

dropped by an average of half a level. This is an important thing for the fast-changing battlefield, but no 

matter what they ask, Lu Yang will let it go. 

 

At that time, Zhou Tianming and bitter love thought that Lu Yang was too kind, but now it seems that 

who can think of a forgiveness in the first place in exchange for Chen Qiang’s so hard-fought 

identification, it can be imagined that in the future, Chen Qiang and these people must be brothers The 

most loyal member of the League. 

 

Chen Qiang scratched his head and said, “Fortunately, some of our pranks haven’t made a big mistake, 

otherwise I would really have no face to see you today.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Are all the regiment leaders desperately working with you today all 

involved?” 

 

Chen Qiang stunned, nodded and said, “Yes.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Don’t worry, not only will I not punish you, but I will reward you. Are you 

interested in coming to me and coming to the studio to follow me?” 

 

Chen Qiang looked excited, but the next second, he smiled and sighed, “Boss, I’ll stay below.” 

 

Lu Yang was surprised. This was the first person who refused to join the war studio. He asked, “Why?” 

 



Chen Qiang said sincerely: “I really want to join the War Studios. I always dream about it, but I can’t bear 

my brothers. I don’t have any surprises. I can call them today with the help of my brothers. I can’t go. “ 

 

I did not expect that Chen Qiang would refuse for half a life, and he quickly got up and walked to Chen 

Qiang, patted him hard, and said anxiously: “You are stupid, join the war studio, salary, treatment and 

equipment can be improved. Think about it for yourself and for your family. “ 

 

Chen Qiang looked at it for a moment, and gave a half-hearted look at bitter love, and then quickly 

bowed his head, saying, “I know, but I just can’t let go of my brothers.” 

 

“You!” Bitter love half angrily tried to pump him. 

 

Zhou Tianming said with a smile: “Your kid is amazing. You are the first person to refuse to join the war 

studio. You are going to be famous.” 

 

“I’m sorry for the boss.” Chen Qiang was dumbfounded and said to Lu Yang quickly: “I didn’t mean it, I, I 

…” 

 

Lu Yang stood up and walked to Chen Qiang with a smile, patted his shoulder, and said, “Don’t care, I 

know you are a serious person, you go back first.” 

 

“Xie Boss.” Chen Qiang glanced at Lu Yang and ran away. 

 

Bitter love was anxious and said to Zhou Tianming angrily: “How can you add fuel to the fire, this can be 

said.” 

 

Zhou Tianming shrugged his shoulders and said, “I’m telling the truth.” 

 

“You …” The bitter love half stepped forward and had a theory with Zhou Tianming, Zhou Tianming also 

stood up, without any fear. 

 



Tianyao and Xia Yuwei were startled, and quickly stood up to hold the bitter love half-life and Zhou 

Tianming, the two just stand on such a big trend. 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “Shut up, don’t make a noise.” 

 

The bitter love half-life and Zhou Tianming just stopped. 

 

Lu Yang glanced at the two in dissatisfaction, and said, “How did you win and fight back? What does it 

look like?” 

 

Xia Yuwei and Tian Yao and other vice presidents also persuaded one by one, but the two still looked at 

no one. Seeing this scene, the people around the sigh all sighed, they all knew what was going on. 

 

The half-life bitter commander is obviously worse than Zhou Tianming, but Lu Yang is using half-life 

bitterness instead of Zhou Tianming, and a few days of fighting are defeated. The half-life bitters have 

made great achievements, and Zhou Tianming is here. However, it was tepid, which made Zhou 

Tianming very wacky, and also made the players under his wit, especially in the last few days of the 

battle, he could hear Zhou Tianming’s complaining voice. 

 

Unfortunately, what Xia Yuwei and Tianyao didn’t know was that Zhou Tianming was acting, which was 

what Lu Yang asked him to do. 

 

Lu Yang said with a cold face, “This kind of thing is not allowed to happen in the future. Now we will 

discuss the post-war rewards. Each will draw up a list. I would like to invite players from our Jagged 

Brothers Alliance to come to the war studio.” 

 

Tu Feng asked, “Are you going to host a dinner?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “This time the brothers have worked hard. I want to give them a good job.” 

 

“Okay, I’ll count with the vice presidents,” Tu Feng said. 

 



Lu Yang privately sent Zhou Tianming a well-done expression, and Zhou Tianming recovered a smiley 

expression, and then deleted both of them. 

 

Lu Yang opened the live video. From the perspective of Dubin, he saw that the seven strongest guild 

players in the retreat had flew back to their fortresses, and then flew back to Tianyu Shencheng with the 

city roll. After that, They went offline to rest. 

 

“Well, everyone will follow me back to Heaven City God City to rest, all players have a week off, and 

other things to talk about after a week.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Xia Yuwei, Zhou Tianming, and others contacted their subordinate players and got orders. Millions of 

players flew to Tianyu Shencheng to go offline to rest. So far, the first joint attack of the seven strongest 

guilds against the Iron Blood Brotherhood ended. 

 

… 

 

Three days later Lu Yang woke up from the bed early in the morning and stretched his waist and said, 

“Comfortable.” 

 

Counting from the preparations for attacking the eastern mountain area, until the end of the attack of 

the Seven Great Guilds, Lu Yang actually did not take a good rest for three consecutive months. After the 

war ended, Lu Yang fell asleep on the bed. 

 

He had been sleeping for a day and a night before waking up, and for the next two days, he was in a 

state of drowsiness. It was not until this morning that he felt that he had recovered a little. 

 

He changed his clothes and came out of the house. As soon as he went out, he saw countless players 

paced leisurely in the game city, and he relaxed and walked up. 

 

“Hello, boss.” 

 

“Hello, boss.” 

 



… 

 

Everyone who saw Lu Yang said hello, Lu Yang also waved greetings one by one. These days are the most 

leisurely time of the Brotherhood of Iron and Steel. Everyone is on vacation. Even the players who 

defend the Tianjian Fortress have been taken down by him. . 

 

Chapter 1418 - Celebration dinner 

  

The war waged by Liu Jie against the Cavalry Regiment was an extermination of the country. The 

intention was to completely annex all the sites of the Cavalry Regiment. The Cavalry Regiment was a 

desperate resistance. Both sides did not have time to take care of the Sky Sword Fortress. Not only that, 

they were also afraid. He suddenly appeared and hit both of them. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and muttered to himself: “Unfortunately, I really don’t have that ability on my side, I 

have lost all my money, what else can I use to fight?” 

 

During the war with the seven strongest guilds, Lu Yang’s warehouse was completely evacuated, and 

equipment and supplies were long gone. In order to be able to cope with the daily war, he had to start 

from the six Argentine countries in the southeast region and the western part of the new continent. Buy 

supplies with the maps of the Southwest Map, Australia and Switzerland. 

 

In this battle, Lu Yang and the seven strongest guilds only looked at the words, and they were not 

winners. The real winners were the four strongest guilds selling supplies. The money they earned from 

Lu Yang was at least 3.9 billion credits. Point, the seven strongest guilds will not be less than 2.8 billion. 

 

Headquarters building. 

 

Lu Yang took the elevator to the 33rd floor and returned to the office. He put on his helmet and entered 

the game. 

 

Tu Feng and Xia Yuwei and others are counting people who come to the party in a special space. When 

they see Lu Yang going online, Tu Feng invites Lu Yang. 

 



The light flashed, and Lu Yang entered the special space and asked, “How is the statistics?” 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “It will take a while, but there is good news. Spain’s Ayala sent the first 

income from the eastern mountain area. How much money do you guess?” 

 

Lu Yang cursed with a smile: “I don’t know, tell me.” 

 

Tu Feng smiled and said, “200 million euros, cash.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief and said, “This is all right, our finances have greatly eased.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said excitedly: “I didn’t expect players in the eastern mountain areas to be so rich, and the 

minimum tax rate we gave can still make so much money, which is very appropriate.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “There are more than 200 million European players in the entire eastern 

mountain area, which account for a quarter of the entire European population. They can provide more 

than just the amount of money now, after the 200 level, we make money Ten times more than it is now. 

“ 

 

Everyone nodded, and they all believed in Lu Yang’s words, because the income of the mountainous 

area in the east is now equivalent to four times the sum of Huxia, South Korea and India. 

 

Tu Feng said, “One more thing, when Ayala and Fernando applied for the dinner, they could also 

participate.” 

 

“Yes.” Lu Yang nodded. He asked, “How are the rebellions in South Korea and India?” 

 

The main battlefield of the Jagged Brotherhood is over here, but there are still problems in the South 

Korea and India regions. 

 

Tu Feng said: “The flag is dying. The rebel guild president asked the players to take off the guild badge, 

and they all hid in the depths of the map. Li Wenxing and Karp just called and asked if they would hunt.” 



 

Lu Yang said: “Give up the killing, and all the members will immediately enter a state of rest.” 

 

Tu Feng was a little surprised and asked, “Is that all about it?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Our battle with the Seven Guilds is far from over, and our fight with 

Liu Jie is not over. Now they are hunting down. They will only hide deeper. They will not hunt them 

down. They will send out spies. I want to know them. The personnel list, organizational structure and 

hiding place of these people will be cleaned up before the next war. “ 

 

Tu Feng said clearly: “I’ll arrange it.” 

 

Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief, seeing that there was nothing for him here. He rested, causing Xia 

Yuwei to complain for a while, and by the afternoon, the statistical list was completed. 

 

Xia Yuwei passed the list to Lu Yang and said angrily: “The total number of players who came to the 

dinner this time was 30812, of which 26,000 were Chinese players, and 4812 were from South Korea and 

India.” 

 

Lu Yang exited the game with the list. He sat on the chair and patted his belly, called the brewery, and 

ordered more than 30,000 people to drink a beer for one night. This time he worked hard. 

 

The next three days. 

 

The entire war studio began to be busy for this dinner, because seats are limited, even for players in the 

game city, not everyone can come. 

 

Until Saturday night, players from the Jagged Brotherhood of various countries rushed to the East China 

Sea by plane, and domestic players arrived earlier and earlier. 

 

Six p.m. 

 



As night fell, on a clearing in the development zone, a huge 50-meter-diameter circular stage was 

shining in countless lights around it, and around the stage, it was filled with more than 30,000 players 

who were invited to come. 

 

Everyone looked at this stage with curiosity. It didn’t take them long to wait. In the excitement of the 

music, Xia Yuwei and Du Bin walked to the stage in beautiful costumes. 

 

With unstoppable excitement on Dubin’s face, he looked around with a smile and said aloud, “Player 

Brothers players, welcome everyone to this celebratory dinner to celebrate victory.” 

 

Xia Yuwei continued: “Without much to say, let us first invite the chairman of the Brotherhood of Iron 

and Blood, and also the boss of all of us, Lu Yang to take office.” 

 

In a burst of cheers, Lu Yang stepped onto the stage. At this moment, all the lights gathered on his body, 

and all the players who were invited came to him. 

 

At this moment, Lu Yang looked around. He could feel infinite love and trust from the eyes of the 

players. This feeling, even though the wind in November was getting colder, he felt infinite warmth. 

 

Lu Yang shouted, “Brothers, we won!” 

 

30,000 people shouted in unison. 

 

Lu Yang forced the excitement and motioned for a wine tray with three bottles of beer and a blackjack 

on it. 

 

He held up a full glass of beer and said, “Today, the boss said nothing nonsense, I just told my brothers 

here, I, Lu Yang, only six bottles of beer, but today, I want to meet with Toasts from each player, thank 

all the Brotherhood players for the risk of this war, I sacrifice my life today! The first, Chen Qiang! “ 

 

Chen Qiang didn’t know he was the first person. He was still uneasy these days. He didn’t worry that Lu 

Yang was in trouble with him, but he was afraid that the vice presidents of Lu Yang would no longer see 

him, but he didn’t I thought that today turned out to be his first. 



 

“Where is Chen Qiang?” Seeing that he hadn’t stood up for a long time, he shouted quickly. 

 

Chen Qiang then reacted, quickly got up and said, “I’m here.” 

 

“Come here,” Lu Yang said with a laugh. 

 

“Well.” Chen Qiang ran to Lu Yang’s presence. 

 

Lu Yang handed him a glass of wine, and poured another glass. He hammered his shoulder with his left 

hand and said, “Good boy, I know that in this battle, the number of killings of your legion turned out to 

be the first, the first glass. , I respect your legion, do. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1419 - Accompany one\'s life 

  

Chen Qiang also heard about this. Why did Chen Qiang complain at that time? It was because in the 

early stage of the foreign war, the 160th elite army of the Iron Brotherhood did not participate in the 

battle, and the forbidden mage can only be used as an occasional support. The players who played the 

cannon fodder with the real sword and real enemy of the enemy. 

 

In this case, Chen Qiang and his brothers, with an infinite love for the Jagged Brothers Alliance, fought 

hard with the enemy for three days, hitting the number of enemies from tens of millions to four million. 

The role of the Legion, but the real contributors are ordinary members like Chen Qiang and their players. 

 

In addition, after the enemy relied on Yue Taishan’s counterattack, Lu Yang brought fewer players than 

the enemy to fight with the opponent regardless of day and night, all relying on ordinary players like 

Chen Qiang and them. 

 



Both sides of the tiger mouth and the sky sword fortress are mainly defense, so the number of players 

killing is not large, and the opponent is not mainly killing, but attacking the fortress. 

 

In the final battle, Chen Qiang and their strongest rushed again. Together, the total number of 

homicides ranked by the Legion, Chen Qiang and their legion ranked steadily in the first place. 

 

Chen Qiang did not expect that Lu Yang would respect him for a glass of wine because of this. He was 

the first to come on stage and represented his army. He excitedly picked up the glass and said 

blushingly, “I did.” 

 

Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder and said, “Do it.” 

 

The two wine glasses collided and drank a glass. 

 

The players in the audience shouted in excitement. The players belonging to the army of Chen Qiang 

were inexplicably jealous, not for others, because their efforts were not wasted. Lu Yang knew them and 

remembered them. They could not enter the war studio and Game City, but they can prove that they 

have worked hard for this guild and been valued by others, that is enough. 

 

Before the live broadcast screen, I don’t know how many players in this legion saw this scene and raised 

their wine glasses. Even if they didn’t, the wind generally went downstairs and bought a few bottles to 

come back, and then drank against the screen. 

 

After Chen Qiang drank, he said excitedly: “Boss, this cup makes the brothers pay.” 

 

Lu Yang patted him on the shoulder again. This glass of wine is worth it. In the future, he will let his 

brothers really feel what it is worth. 

 

Chen Qiang went down, and Lu Yang poured himself a second glass of wine. The glass he used was not 

large or small, and three bottles per bottle. 

 

He raised his glass and looked around, and said loudly, “This second glass, I want to respect Wei Shihui. 

His legion has killed the most people, and Wei Shihui is out of rank.” 



 

Among the crowd, Wei Shihui came up with red eyes, took the wine glass that Xia Yuwei personally 

handed him, looked at Lu Yang with excitement and said, “Boss, you remember!” 

 

Lu Yang held Wei Shihui’s shoulders and said loudly: “Defending the Tiger Mouth Fortress, the players of 

the regiment where Wei Shihui rushes up to the first line for two consecutive days and fights with the 

seven major guilds. Grade, how can I not remember, how can I not remember. “ 

 

The entire audience was stunned. For more than two weeks, they died more than 80 times in battle, and 

they died 5 times a day on average. This is a fortress where more than 2 million players are stationed, 

even if they take turns to play. Many times, the only possibility is that they are online for a long time, 

and every time it comes to day and night rotation, they rushed to give other players to fight for rotation 

time, which led to such a high mortality rate. 

 

Wei Shihui looked at his sore nose and raised his glass, saying, “Boss, with your words, our army is worth 

it.” 

 

“Don’t!” Lu Yang hit him with a glass of wine. The charge was easy and the defense was the hardest, 

especially the defense that kept dying, which made people feel desperate. However, Wei Shihui and his 

group did not retreat. It is impossible for ordinary people to do it. 

 

Lu Yang poured a third glass of wine, raised the glass and said, “This third glass, I want to respect all the 

brothers in the iron seat, in front of the TV, in front of the Internet platform, it is you, let the iron 

brothers We won this battle, brothers, we drank this cup together. “ 

 

Everyone in the audience had a small table in front of them, and there were beers on the table. When 

they heard Lu Yang’s words, they raised their wine glasses, and more than 30,000 people in the 

audience shared a drink with Lu Yang. 

 

Everyone who saw this scene on the market appearance was inexplicably excited. 

 

Lu Yang drank it, and said with a laugh: “The three cups have passed, and the boss will not perform here. 

I will sing and dance, and the boss will toast. I will drink while watching the show. Today I said, I sacrifice 

my life. Accompany, everyone has a drink. “ 



 

The music sounded, Lu Yang held the glass and walked off the stage, followed by a few people in black 

and white, and on the stage, the song and dance performance began. 

 

The fourth glass of wine, Lu Yangjing is the second most legion in the whole war, and the fifth glass is the 

second most legion … 

 

By analogy, the top ten army commanders who died and killed the enemy in a single battle, Lu Yang 

saluted 20 cups. After that, Lu Yang admired the representatives of each legion one by one. He drank it 

all the way. How many cups. 

 

It wasn’t until the end of the show that Lu Yang respected everyone. At this time, he was already drunk, 

but he was still rational and walked steadily towards the middle of the stage. open. 

 

“No, I can do it!” Lu Yang’s tongue was big. 

 

The audience in the audience burst into laughter, and the players in front of the TV also burst into 

laughter. Usually the solemn and solemn president of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, their boss, there is 

such a side, how can they be unhappy. 

 

Lu Yang finally came to the middle of the field. Under the gaze of more than 30,000 players around, he 

had a hazy look and an inexplicable look. He said, “Black and white, take wine Black and white are 

dumbfounded. He said, “Drink. “ 

 

Lu Yang’s tongue was almost straight and he said, “Bring it.” 

 

Helpless in black and white, he gave Lu Yang a glass of wine. 

 

Lu Yang raised his glass and burst into laughter. The laughter lasted for more than 20 seconds. All the 

players in the audience focused on him. Everyone who laughed wondered why he laughed. 

 

Worrying for half a lifetime, worried that Lu Yang’s body is out of order, he shouted quickly: “Boss, what 

are you laughing at, or you come down to rest.” 



 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at bitter love for half a life, and asked, “You should also drink too much.” 

 

“Uh, no.” Suffering for a long time shook his head. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and glanced over all the vice presidents such as Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei, White Lion, Zhou 

Tianming, Tian Yao, Liang Yun, etc., and scanned the audience. He laughed and said, “This cup, I’m 

disrespectful. Everyone, I respect the enemy, all the enemies who have blocked us! “ 

 

Chapter 1420 - Situation in the new world 

  

Everyone in the audience was silent for a moment, including all the players in the Iron Brotherhood in 

front of the TV. At that moment, there was infinite heroism in their chests. 

 

Lu Yang shouted, “I respect the black blood, the bloodthirsty and the **** domineering, the majestic 

and domineering respect, the boundless and boundless, the respect for the soul and the eternal spirit, 

the respect for the world, the respect for the soul! , Respect for the Group of Eight, respect for Alfonso, 

respect for the seven strongest guilds! “ 

 

He laughed and said, “Without their step-by-step confrontation, why is my brother-in-law brotherhood 

so strong? I respect them, respect my enemies, it is them that make us stronger and stronger, but where 

are they now? The Seven Great Guilds ran away, the G8 also ran away, and everyone else was wiped out 

by all of you here! Come, let’s toast together and toast them. “ 

 

30,000 people raised the glass again and drank the last glass of wine with Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Happy!” 

 

Black and white and muddy wine and other people are watching the landing sun, which is a kind of 

respect from the heart, “Second World” has long been beyond the scope of the game, because nearly 

half of the world’s population has entered the game, he has become a Kind of faith. 

 



What game can consume more than 6 billion credits in a battle? This is just more than two weeks. It is 

also a war that major game guilds are not ready to rush. At the same time, this battle is not the 

strongest. The consumption of materials in the warehouses of the guild and the Brotherhood of the Iron 

Blood, if all are counted, the consumption of the two weeks of fighting will definitely exceed tens of 

billions. 

 

Lu Yang’s victory from the raid on the eastern mountainous area to the defense of the seven strongest 

guilds, how much they paid, they all can see clearly, even in black and white, his heart is proud, allowing 

him to swap positions with Lu Yang He thought that the Jagged Brotherhood had disappeared a week 

ago. 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei, and others have also imagined that they and Lu Yang exchange their identities, but 

they can’t do Lu Yang’s attack against millions of players without disorder, and there is no way to 

coordinate so many ordinary players to accompany them Played for 20 consecutive days. 

 

… 

 

The celebration dinner lasted a whole night, but Lu Yang was drunk for two days. He was so drunk and 

drank so much. In addition, his fatigue had not completely eased off, and he woke up in the morning 

two days later. . 

 

Of course, in the past two days, no one complained about Lu Yang. Instead, they laughed and played 

normally in the game. Although their level dropped by more than 5 on average, no one complained. 

 

noon. 

 

Lu Yang came to the cafeteria, and found the muddy wine and the white lion who were eating at a table, 

but Zhou Tianming was not on the table, but was with their players, which made the face of bitter love 

half awkward. 

 

“Tianming comes over for dinner.” Lu Yang beckoned with a smile. 

 

“No.” Zhou Tianming said with a smile: “The boss will call me if something happens. I’ll eat with my 

brothers.” 



 

Lu Yang cursed with a smile: “Of course something is wrong.” 

 

Zhou Tianming laughed, came to Lu Yang and sat down with a few players pleaded guilty. 

 

Lu Yang said, “How are the players these two days?” 

 

Tu Feng frowned. “Although no one complained, this time the level was reduced too much. We need to 

find a way for players to upgrade quickly.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “This is indeed a problem, so let’s order all the members of the Assassin 

Legion of Deities to be decentralized under your respective vice presidents, with average points, and 

one team per person.” 

 

With 8 main vice-chairmen, only 10,000 assassins of the **** grace. On average, each vice-chairman has 

1,250 god-ass assassins, and one god-ass assassin can take 10,000 to the battlefield, which is enough. 

 

Tu Feng said with a frown, “It’s easy to expose our rapid upgrade method.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t let the players know as much as possible, each of you will find a way to stay one day 

at a time.” 

 

“I had to do it this way,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How are Liu Jie’s African Army and Stege’s Cavalry Regiment fighting?” 

 

Tu Feng sighed and said, “I was about to report this. I didn’t expect that Toremi turned out to be a 

traitor in the Cavalry of the Gods. In a key battle yesterday, Toremi betrayed on the spot. Now the Gods 

The regiment completely failed. Steige, Rennes, and Gadafi fled with the remaining players into the 

mountains in the north-central part of the country, and the German area was reoccupied by Schneider 

under Liu Jie. It is estimated that he could pull it out again. Team, the French region as well. “ 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “It looks like the entire northern region has been occupied by Liu Jie.” 

 

Tu Feng shook his head and said, “Not yet, Liu Jie’s occupation of the Cavalry Regiment’s area now has a 

big problem. Steige seems to have failed. However, there is news that Cadafi and Steige were Several big 

consortia are betting that they are injecting capital to retain players, and it looks like there is still a major 

battle in the north. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “I think we should also blend in.” 

 

“Do you mean to help the Cavalry of the Gods?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “I remember there are many gods and assassins under Steig.” 

 

Xia Yuwei asked, “But tell this secret, don’t you let everyone know?” 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders indifferently, saying, “I believe Steiger can keep it secret for a long time.” 

 

Everyone was puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t explain more. In fact, this secret could not be kept for too long. The major studios have 

successively obtained the blood of the **** assassin. As long as they study carefully, they can find the 

situation of using the demons to break down the battlefield barriers. Until then, this method will not 

work. 

 

He returned to the 33rd floor of the office building with black and white put on a helmet to enter the 

game, he took out the phone and called Steiger. 

 

Far in the mountains in the north-central region, Steiger was gnashing his teeth and thinking about how 

to make his players quickly upgrade. He did not expect that he was so lucky, and he was about to be 

defeated. Several consortia in Germany and France joined forces. They injected capital, and although 

they paid most of the equity, the control of the guild was still in the hands of Steiger, Rennes, and 

Gadafi. 

 



“Damn, the average level dropped by 6. This makes us how to bridge the gap with Liu Jie.” Steiger has 

scratched his head. 

 

Ren is also a face of contemplation, far from the original optimistic look. As for Gadafi, he does not know 

how to do it. 

 

“This place where we have neither a copy nor a place that is easy to blame, it’s too difficult,” Rain said. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Just when Steig didn’t know what to do, his intercom rang, picked it up, and surprised him, “Lu Yang 

called me.” 


